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1. Introduction 

 

In June 2018, vessel Aquarius, privately operated by German charity SOS Méditerranée and 

French charity Médecins Sans Frontières and sailing under the flag of Gibraltar, was refused 

docking by Italy. At the time, the Aquarius was carrying 629 migrants rescued in six separate 

Search and Rescue (SAR) missions off the coast of Libya. Four hundred of them were first 

picked up from the sea by merchant vessels and Italian naval units, including an Italian 

coastguard vessel, before being transferred to the Aquarius, a vessel specifically furnished 

and crewed for the rescue and transfer to safety of 200-550 migrants in the Mediterranean.   

Once the survivors had been safely transferred onto the Aquarius, the ship set 

its course for the closest European port. It became stranded in international waters 35 nautical 

miles from Italy and 27 nautical miles from Malta, after both states refused to allow the 

vessel to dock. Italy blocked the ship from docking in Italian ports arguing it should dock in 

Malta as the closest port. Malta in turn responded by stating that, since the rescue had not 

been conducted within the territory of Malta’s search and rescue coordination responsibility 

and since the rescues had taken place in international waters that were part of the search and 

rescue area coordinated by Rome, Italy was the responsible party. 

The Aquarius, severely overcrowded and carrying passengers some of whom 

were pregnant and/or in need of medical attention, spent nine excess days at sea before finally 

being invited by the Spanish authorities to dock in Valencia. En route to Spain, hundreds of 

passengers were transferred from the overcrowded Aquarius onto an Italian navy ship and an 

Italian coastguard ship. All three ships subsequently arrived in Valencia, docked and 

disembarked the passengers who were received for asylum procedures by Spanish 

authorities.1 As a result of the June 2018 rescue and what appears to have been a political 

campaign to end the ship’s SAR mission, Gibraltar withdrew its flag from the Aquarius.2 

                                                
1 Information on the June 2018 case of the Aquarius found at the SOS Mediterranée operational website, 

https://onboard.sosmediterranee.org/sections/operations/sar-operations-valencia-2018-06-09-17/ and at various 

news outlets, including: BBC news website, “Italy’s Matteo Salvini shuts ports to migrant rescue ship” 

(11.6.2018); CNBC news website, “Italy’s Salvini claims ‘victory’ over migrant ship refusal as Spain accepts 

vessel” (11.6.2018); The Guardian news website, “Southern mayors defy Italian coalition to offer safe port to 

migrants” (11.6.2018) and  “Aquarius migrants arrive in Spain after rough week at sea” (17.6.2018)  
2 SOS Mediterranée website, https://sosmediterranee.com/petition-save-the-aquarius-and-rescue-at-sea/   
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In September 2018, the Aquarius responded to a distress communication whilst conducting a 

patrol in the Central Mediterranean. The Aquarius relayed its availability and ability to 

intervene and attempted, to no avail, to contact the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre 

(MRCC) in Tripoli, which was supposed to be in charge of the zone in which the distress 

situation presented itself.3 Since Tripoli was unresponsive despite several attempts to 

communicate with it, the captain of the Aquarius contacted the Italian MRCC in Rome 

instead, according to SAR Convention regulations, and was instructed to proceed to the 

rescue.  

Following the rescue of 11 persons and communication thereof to Italian, 

Maltese and Libyan authorities, the Aquarius was contacted by MRCC Tripoli informing the 

vessel that it had assumed control of the SAR operation and instructing the Aquarius to 

proceed to a set of coordinates where it was to transfer the rescued migrants onto a Libyan 

vessel. The Aquarius responded that it was unable to transfer the rescued migrants to the 

Libyan vessel, as the SAR Convention prohibited the return of rescued persons to a place 

where their safety was under threat.4 Shortly thereafter, Italy communicated a complaint to 

Panama – the new flag state of the Aquarius since its de-flagging by Gibraltar following the 

above described June incident – stating the vessel’s refusal to deliver the rescued persons to 

their place of origin, whereby Panamanian maritime authorities initiated measures to remove 

the state’s flag from the Aquarius. The Aquarius was still carrying rescued survivors, and it 

contacted Italian, Maltese, Spanish, Greek and French authorities to request disembarkation 

of the survivors, but its requests were denied. 

Two days later, and still carrying the initially rescued 11 persons, the Aquarius 

received another distress communication involving 50 people in distress. As MRCC Tripoli 

was once again unreachable, the Aquarius informed MRCC Rome that it was proceeding to 
                                                
3 MRCC Tripoli had submitted its Search and Rescue (SAR) zone coordinates to the IMO at the end of June 

2017, but withdrew its submission shortly thereafter, according to Reuters news report: “Exclusive: Italy plans 

big handover of sea rescues to Libya coastguard”, Scherer, S. and Lewis, A., 15.12.2017, accessed online at 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-migrants-libya-exclusive/exclusive-italy-plans-big-handover-of-sea-

rescues-to-libya-coastguard-idUSKBN1E91SG; according to a Parliamentary Question submitted to the 

European Parliament in January 2019, MRCC Tripoli was not foreseen to be operational until 2020 

(https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/E-8-2019-000190_EN.html). Yet, at the time of the rescue in 

question MRCC Tripoli was reported to be in charge of the rescue zone.  
4 The ill-treatment of migrants by Libyan authorities has been broadly documented over the last decade or so. 

For a discussion on the Libyan human rights situation, see chapters 3.4.  and 4.4.  
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the location of the boats in distress and was instructed to be in direct contact with a Libyan 

patrol boat in the vicinity. Once contact with the latter was established, the Aquarius and the 

Libyan patrol boat agreed on a search pattern, and not long after the boat in distress was 

located by the Aquarius. Upon being informed of this, the Libyan patrol boat instructed the 

Aquarius to stabilize the situation and then retreat to 5 nautical miles away from the scene. 

The SAR coordinator in charge of SAR communications aboard the Aquarius informed the 

Libyan patrol boat that it would not be able to do so owing to the distress the boat was in, and 

was promptly informed that the Aquarius was instantly to retreat to 5 nautical miles from the 

scene regardless. Over the following hours, and as the situation in the migrants’ boat was 

beginning to look increasingly unstable, the captain of the Aquarius chose to transfer 

migrants onto inflatable rescue rafts. All the while communications from the Libyan patrol 

boat became increasingly aggressive, ordering the Aquarius to retreat to now 15 nautical 

miles from the scene, eventually dispatching threats of arresting its crew and taking them to 

Tripoli.5  

 

These two cases are illustrative of the complexity and clashing legalities governing the 

Mediterranean situation at current. As such they will act throughout this thesis as vignettes 

through which to approach the multifarious and intertwined sources of legitimacy and control 

involved in the maritime rescue of migrants in the region. 

 

1.1. Rationale  

 

The number of people attempting to cross the Mediterranean sea in order to reach asylum in 

Europe rose sharply in 2014, with numbers of arrivals more than doubling from previous 

years’ statistics to over 200 000 people.6 The collective Mediterranean routes7 reached a 

                                                
5 The incidents of September 2018 described in this section were documented aboard the Aquarius in person and 

reproduced by Kiri Santer in his paper ”Governing the Central Mediterranean through Indirect Rule: Tracing the 

Effects of the Recognition of Joint Rescue Coordination Centre Tripoli”, in European Journal of Migration and 

Law, Vol. 21, no.2, 2019, pp.141-165 
6 United Nations High Commission for Refugees (2015), “The sea route to Europe: The Mediterranean passage 

in the age of refugees” 
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record 1 000 000+ crossings in 20158. In 2016 the number of irregular migrants arriving 

across the sea fell to some 360 000, and since then annual arrivals have remained at well over 

100 0009. These are the figures showing how many people arrived at European shores. The 

proportion of those who attempt but do not make the crossing has remained high despite 

significant reduction since the peak in 2016. In 2018, over 2000 migrants drowned or went 

missing, meaning approximately 1 death for every 51 arrivals, and in 2019 the figure stood at 

1 death for every 78 arrivals, a total estimate of 1319 deaths.10 Between 2014 and the end of 

2019, an estimated 20 000 - 23 000 persons have drowned attempting to cross or are 

missing.11  

International agreements and resolutions relating to human trafficking12 have 

attempted to respond to the issue of uncontrolled irregular migration and trafficking in the 

Mediterranean, as have a succession of EU and member state naval rescue and border control 

missions13.  It is noteworthy that the principal aim of these instruments, be they international 

conventions or naval operations, is to prevent irregular migration and to act as off-shore 

security and border control mechanisms.14  

                                                                                                                                                  
7 Statistics on Western (mainly arriving in Spain), Central (mainly arriving in Italy) and Eastern  (mainly 

arriving in Greece) Mediterranean routes account for both land and sea arrivals, the majority of which fall into 

the latter category. This figures used in this thesis will refer to sea arrivals unless otherwise specified.  
8 United Nations High Commission for Refugees (2015) , “Mediterranean Sea Arrivals – 2015 Data – by 

Location, Country of Arrival, Demographic and Country of Origin” 
9 IOM Missing Migrants Project, statistics on the Mediterranean: 

https://missingmigrants.iom.int/region/mediterranean 
10 United Nations High Commission for Refugees (2019), “Six people died each day attempting to cross 

Mediterranean in 2018”  
11 UNHCR’s Operational Portal for Refugee Situations, Mediterranean, 

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean shows a slightly higher estimate than that of IOM,  as 

reported in the IOM Missing Migrants Project, see supra note 9  
12 In addition to the overarching UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (2000), for example 

IMO Resolution A.773(18) on Enhancement of safety of life at sea by the prevention and suppression of unsafe 

practices associated with alien smuggling by ships and IMO Resolution A.867(20) on Combating unsafe 

practices associated with the trafficking or transport of migrants by sea, amongst others. 
13 These missions have included Indalo (Western Mediterranean), Triton and its successor Themis (Central 

Mediterranean), Poseidon (Eastern Mediterranean) and the EU Naval Force operation Sophia. 
14 Cusumano, E. (2019a) ”Migrant rescue as organized hypocrisy: EU maritime missions offshore Libya 

between humanitarianism and border control”, in Cooperation and Conflict, Vol. 54, no. 1, 2019a; pp.3-24 
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Such attempts at curbing irregular migration along sea routes have not 

dissuaded migrants from taking to the seas in unseaworthy vessels, however, and the need for 

search and rescue operations persists. The only state-operated mission in the Mediterranean 

with the primary objective of migrant rescue, the Italian Mare Nostrum, was terminated in 

2014. Following its discontinuation, the number of NGO search and rescue (SAR) operations 

have proliferated. Since 2016, a total of 29 NGO-operated rescue vessels have patrolled the 

Mediterranean. Between 2016 and 2019, NGO-operated vessels accounted for a majority of 

all rescues in the Mediterranean. By June 2020, only four NGO-operated vessels were 

operational in the Mediterranean; eight vessels were at port due to maintenance or other 

restrictions, and 17 vessels were subject to legal proceedings.15  

 

The duty to rescue persons in distress at sea is well codified in international law in 

international treaty instruments including the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 

Sea as well as International Maritime Organisation Conventions. Still, the level of confusion, 

inability and/or unwillingness related to the ultimate responsibility for migrants rescued at sea 

in the Mediterranean could be described as either “just a mess or cynical politics”16. 

Moreover, while the right to seek asylum can only be fulfilled in relation to the border and 

therefore necessarily involves an exchange between a seeker and a host, this exchange is 

increasingly being obstructed by a variety of measures aimed at discouraging attempts to that 

effect. As argued by Gammeltoft-Hansen17, the locus of the encounter of asylum seeking is 

shifting, conditioned by a multiplication of methods of migration control, including the 

interception of migrants at sea. Perkowski argues that the simultaneous imperative to reduce 

human suffering and deaths at sea coupled with ever more energetic attempts to control 

migration into Europe – without compromising respect for fundamental rights and 

humanitarian principles within European borders – has found its logical solution in the 

externalisation of border and migration control.18 The management of migration is shifted 

                                                
15 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (2020), “2020 update – NGO ships involved in search and 

rescue in the Mediterranean and legal proceedings against them”  
16 BBC news headline, 13.6.2018, “EU’s Mediterranean migrant crisis: Just a mess or cynical politics?”  
17 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. (2010) “Growing Barriers: International Refugee Law”, in Universal Human Rights 

and Extraterritorial Obligations, eds. Gibney and Skogly (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 

2010), pp.55-81 
18 Perkowski, N. (2016) “Deaths, Interventions, Humanitarianism and Human Rights in the Mediterranean 

‘Migration Crisis’”, in Mediterranean Politics, Vol.21, No.2, 2016, pp.331-335; p.333 
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‘offshore’, and coastal states move towards closing their territorial borders to irregular (or, as 

states often frame it, ‘illegal’) migrants by invoking their right to territorial sovereignty. In 

some cases such as the Aquarius, states will pass the responsibility around amongst one 

another or draw up deals with transit countries in order to externalize border control, refuse 

the docking of rescue ships carrying migrants and deny the disembarkation of persons 

looking to apply for asylum, and in others they might even criminalise the delivery of 

migrants to port by rescue vessels.  

The strategy of refusing docking of rescue ships to avoid having to process 

asylum seekers as such is not new, nor is the phenomenon of penalising or outright 

criminalising rescue.19 What is new is the severity of the crisis, marked by a sharp growth in 

migrant deaths in the Mediterranean between 2015 and 2017 followed by a steady rate of 

lives lost while attempting to reach asylum. With levels of global and irregular migration 

predicted to grow in the near future20, who will finally be responsible for safeguarding the 

lives of people attempting to cross the Mediterranean? Ultimately, which instance or 

instrument, if any, represents the highest authority on the response to migrant sea crossings in 

the Mediterranean? What, in other words, is the hierarchy of norms and instruments that 

govern the system of rescue and subsequent treatment of migrants – if indeed there is any to 

speak of?  

                                                
19 For instance in 2001, Australia refused permission for the Norwegian freighter MV Tampa, carrying 433 

rescued refugees, to enter Australian waters or to dock at the closest (Australian) port for disembarkation of 

rescued persons, since the refugees were rescued in waters belonging to another coastal state’s search and rescue 

zone;  in 2004, German NGO Cap Anamur ceased operations in the Mediterranean after a number of its crew 

faced prosecution for aiding illegal immigration; see for instance Cuttitta, P. (2014) “From the Cap Anamur to 

Mare Nostrum: Humanitarianism and Migration Controls at the EU’s Maritime Borders”, in CLEER Working 

Papers, No. 7, The Common European Asylum System and human rights: enhancing protection in times of 

emergencies (eds. Matera and Taylor, 2014); pp. 21-37 
20 According to a recent United Nations High Commission for Refugees report (2019), “Global Trends: Forced 

Displacement in 2019”,  “climate change and natural disasters can exacerbate threats that force people to flee 

within their country or across international borders. The interplay between climate, conflict, hunger, poverty and 

persecution creates increasingly complex emergencies. For example, food insecurity may become a major driver 

of conflicts and displacement.” Further, it has been estimated (African Development Bank Press Release, 

“African Economic Outlook 2020: Africa’s economy forecast to grow despite external shocks”, accessed online 

at https://afdb.africa-newsroom.com/press/african-economic-outlook-2020-africas-economy-forecast-to-grow-

despite-external-shocks) that while 12 million graduates in Africa enter the labour market each year, only 3 

million of them get jobs, leading to annually rising youth unemployment on the continent, fueling both conflict 

and outward migration.  
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Overall, it is clear that migrant rescue and the safeguarding of refugee rights on the high seas 

is no longer a strongly sovereign state -dominated endeavour. The Mediterranean is now also 

inhabited by a nigh-permanent fleet of privately operated ships combing the waters for 

migrants in distress – a noteworthy presence that has nonetheless been referred to as an 

attempt at “emptying the Mediterranean with a spoon”21. NGOs themselves have raised the 

question whether their operations – necessary from a humanitarian perspective though they 

may be – are leading to a further erosion of state responsibility. The outsourcing of migration 

management and border control also risks exposing already vulnerable migrants to further 

mistreatment by authorities with questionable human rights records. According to the Office 

of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Courth (ICC OTP),22 there have consistently 

been reports of serious mistreatment of refugees in Libya, including arbitrary detentions of 

migrants transiting through the country.  

States, on the other hand, have at times welcomed the involvement of NGO 

rescue missions for the relief they have provided on the pressure to provide state-run naval 

missions and at others have placed blame on NGOs for incentivizing ‘illegal’ migration 

across the Mediterranean. To be sure, the recent multiplication of actors involved in the 

response to irregular migration across the Mediterranean has exposed conflicting views on 

the respective objectives of maritime response as well as the rights and obligations of all 

actors involved therein. According to Nina Perkowski, this multiplication of actors can be 

traced to a “coexistence and simultaneous mobilization of security, humanitarianism and 

human rights discourses”23.  

 

The activities of both state and private actors in the Mediterranean are governed by an 

assortment of norms and rules that operate at a variety of levels, often coming into direct 

conflict with one another. This thesis aims to map out the complex web of rights, 

responsibilities and instruments involved in the rescue of migrants attempting to cross the 

Mediterranean. The rise in the number of migrants attempting to reach European shores 

coupled with the number of deaths and disappearances gives cause to conclude that this 
                                                
21 Cusumano, E. (2017a) “Emptying the sea with a spoon? Non-governmental providers of migrants search and 

rescue in the Mediterranean”, in Marine Policy, Vol. 75, 2017, pp.91-98 
22 International Criminal Court Office of the Prosecutor (ICC OTP) (2020), “Statement to the United Nations 

Security Council on the Situation in Libya, pursuant to UNSCR 1970 (2011)” 
23 Perkowski (2016), p.332 
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system, operating both on grounds of international and domestic legal orders, consisting both 

of binding and non-binding instruments, and involving a rising number of actors at all levels, 

cannot properly be understood through a lens of normative hierarchies. Instead, it will be 

argued that the situation may be better understood as playing out within a framework of inter-

legality – a system wherein a variety of rules and norms overlap and are interwoven in such a 

way that obfuscates any clear hierarchy of responsibilities and rights. This thesis aims to 

inspect the component legal rules and regulations that make up this complex and interwoven 

system to show that any one-track approach – be it one of normative hierarchies, for instance 

the notion that international jus cogens rules trump national criminal legislation, or of one 

jurisdictional hierarchies – is ill-equipped to deal with the complex inter-play of legal 

systems at play in the matter.  

 

1.2. The International Legal Dimension  

 

The duty to rescue is regarded a general principle of international law and is well codified 

within international maritime legal instruments. The rescue of migrants at sea in the 

Mediterranean is governed by The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 1982),  

The International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR Convention; also known 

as the Hamburg Convention), the Convention of the International Maritime Organization 

(IMO), and the International Convention on Safety of Human Life at Sea (SOLAS).  These 

instruments outline both the duty to rescue and the duty to organise rescue operations, the 

former obligations pertaining to all vessels and their flag states, be they private, commercial 

or military, and the latter pertaining to coastal states. Additional soft law instruments have 

been set both internationally and regionally to flesh out the above mentioned general rules 

contained within international conventions and agreements. Such soft law instruments 

include resolutions set by instances such as the IMO related inter alia to the treatment of 

rescued persons. These resolutions define guidelines and principles that, whilst non-binding, 

arguably create substantial normative pressure on parties to above mentioned international 

agreements. “The authority of “soft law” instruments depending on the interest and follow-up 

by States, can attain legal bearing”24, after all.  

                                                
24 Vevstad, V. (1998) ”Refugee Protection – A European Challenge” (Tano Aschehoug, 1998); p.34 
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On the states’ rights end of the equation, however, the overarching principle of 

sovereignty endows states with considerable authority in granting or refusing permission of 

vessels and persons into their territory, including their territorial waters. The EU Dublin 

Regulations oblige asylum procedures to be instituted in the first European country of entry.25 

This places significant pressure on Mediterranean coastal states, given the high levels of 

irregular migration across the sea. “The overlapping obligations arising from maritime, 

refugee and EU law impose a heavy burden on countries of first entry”26, causing coastal 

states such as Italy to invoke territorial sovereign rights to deny entry and to employ 

additional strategies of reducing the quantity of migrants reaching their territorial borders to 

begin with.27 UNCLOS also touches upon the sovereign territorial rights of states in its 

articles 19, 21, and 25 on the definitions and regulations relating to innocent passage and on 

the rights of protection of the coastal State. 

Further, a number of conventions relating to human smuggling and trafficking 

are in place to tackle the growing number of illicit and criminal ventures that capitalise on the 

distress and vulnerability of people attempting to flee dangerous and precarious situations: 

The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (hereinafter 

“UNTOC”) and its Protocols, The UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking 

in Persons, Especially Women and Children (hereinafter the “Palermo Protocol”), and the UN 

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea, and Air (hereinafter the “Migrant 

Smuggling Protocol”).28 These instruments provide states with an additional and legitimate 

tool to employ towards the restriction of irregular sea migration. 

Alongside the various obligations related to particular situations – maritime 

rescue for instance – and the rights of states to govern their territories, are the rights of the 

individual. The right of individuals to flee persecution and to seek protection are enshrined in 

                                                
25 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the criteria and 

mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international 

protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (“Dublin III 

Regulation”, adopted 26 June 2013, entered into force 1 January 2014), replaced the previous Dublin II 

Regulation 
26 Cusumano, (2019a); p.8 
27 Moreno-Lax, V. (2017) “Accessing Asylum in Europe: Extraterritorial Border Controls and Refugee Rights 

under EU Law” (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2017). 
28 UNTOC entered into force 29.09.2003 pursuant to article 38. The Palermo Protocol and the Migrant 

Smuggling Protocol entered into force on 25.12.2003 and 28.01.2004 respectively. 
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Article 14(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),29 a right which is 

nevertheless not paired with a corresponding, binding obligation of states to provide asylum. 

The treatment of refugees, while not inclusive of the right to asylum, is governed by the 

International Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (hereinafter “the Refugee 

Convention”), as well as by regional norms and legislation such as European asylum law and 

the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter 

“the European Convention on Human Rights”, ECHR). The central principle of international 

refugee law that this thesis is concerned with is the principle of non-refoulement as codified 

in Article 33 of the Refugee Convention, amongst other instruments. This thesis will also 

briefly touch upon European law and instruments relating to human rights and refugees, as 

well as other international conventions that have a bearing on both human rights law as well 

as refugee law, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (hereinafter 

ICCPR) and the Convention Against Torture (hereinafter CAT). 

 

As can be seen, then, there is potential for conflicts of norms already within the international 

system. Instruments whose primary objectives are the safeguarding of refugee rights by all 

means can clash with instruments whose direct or indirect consequences are the provision of 

tools for the reduction of irregular paths of migration. Caught within the interstices of such a 

tangle of legalities, and faced with a reduction of legal means of migration to boot, refugees 

and those who attempt to ensure their safe passage across the Mediterranean sea appear to 

become stuck, so to speak, between the devil and the deep blue sea. Adding the regional and 

national dimension of legalities to the mix, the situation is far from becoming less complex. 

 

1.3. The Regional and National Legal Dimension  

  

Beside the strong and soft norms of international law, regional and national level legislation 

and instruments govern state practice and response to human migrations.   

Regionally, the role of the EU and its bilateral agreements with transit countries 

as well as related resolutions and rescue operations in the Mediterranean is significant. This 

thesis will look at the variety of instruments employed by the EU and its Member States in 
                                                
29 While the UDHR is a non-binding document, it arguably forms the foundation of many other binding 

international covenants, a matter which will be touched on in chapters 3.3. and 3.4. 
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response to the growing number of Mediterranean crossings into Europe. At the regional 

level, while the EU and its Member States remain the primary actors what comes to policy 

and legislation regarding migration and asylum, other regional actors such as the Council of 

Europe, including 47 Member States as opposed to the European Union’s 27, have attempted 

to counterbalance the economic-political objectives of the latter with humanitarian and 

human rights principles.30  

In addition to regional legislation and policy, bilateral agreements have been 

drawn between so-called transit-countries such as Turkey and Libya and destination countries 

such as the EU and its Member States. Following an EU deal with Turkey in 2016 and a 

bilateral deal between Italy and Libya in 2017, the rate of arrivals has indeed fallen 

significantly. EU and member state naval/military operations in the Mediterranean have 

attempted to tackle the flow of irregular migrants from Africa and the Middle-East. Italy 

operated its Mediterranean naval search and rescue operation Mare Nostrum between 2013 

and 2014. Its succeeding EU Frontex mission in the Central Mediterranean Triton and later 

Themis, Poseidon in the Eastern Mediterranean, and Indalo in the Western Mediterranean, as 

well as the EU Naval Force Mediterranean operation Sophia (terminated in January 2020) 

have employed various strategies of reducing migrant flows across the sea. While operations 

Triton and Poseidon for instance paid lip service to the objective of saving of lives at sea,31  

both Themis and Sophia state as their primary objectives border security and the staunching 

of illegal trafficking activities32. 

As well as the general territorial sovereign right to control their borders, states 

such as Italy have increasingly mobilised instruments such as bilateral agreements with 

countries of origin or transit as well as domestic criminal legislation as a means of 

externalising border control and penalising irregular/illegal immigration practices, thereby 

managing human migrations. In this thesis, I will be using the role and actions of Italy in the 

cases of the Aquarius rescues to illustrate this point. Domestic legislation pertaining to 

migration and asylum as well as criminal legislation can be mobilised to dissuade or penalise 

the actions of migrants in flight and/or those instances that aim at assisting them. 

                                                
30 Vevstad (1998) 
31 For his interesting treatment of the discrepancy between rhetoric and reality of Mediterranean operations, see 

Cusumano (2019a)  
32 Frontex  operations website, Operation Themis, https://frontex.europa.eu/along-eu-borders/main-

operations/operation-themis-italy-/; EUNAVFOR MED Sophia, Operation website, 

https://www.operationsophia.eu/about-us/  
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Both the responsibilities of individual coastal and flag states and the rights of individuals to 

flee persecution and be treated humanely are well codified in international law instruments, 

but the action of states often sits uncomfortably with the moral and humanitarian edicts of 

rescue at sea and refugee rights. It is argued here that the actions of Italy readily illustrate the 

conflicts between, or at worst the decoupling of, international legal norms and national 

legislation. 

 

1.4. The Argument  

 

The migration situation in the Mediterranean has been broadly publicized in both mainstream 

and social media over the past 5 years. The situation has arguably been branded the single 

most pressing migration crisis facing Europe at current and to be sure, the facts and trends 

have given cause for alarm – the consistently high number of migrant deaths at sea, the 

burden on coastal states, and their concomitant reluctance if not outright refusal to adhere to 

moral humanitarian principles.  Nonetheless, there have been few if any mapping exercises of 

the array of instruments governing the complex web of migrant sea rescue in the 

Mediterranean, nor have the overlaps and interrelationships between these been looked at as 

an illustration of inter-legality at play.  

 

The cases of the Aquarius act as valid and current illustrations of the fragmentary and 

complicated system of rules, actors, and instruments that are concerned with the rescue and 

treatment of sea migrants.  While the responsibilities of states are codified in international 

legal instruments, it would appear that their actions, backed by domestic legislation, often 

clash with the moral codes of humanitarian and refugee rights. This thesis will attempt to 

demonstrate, using particularly the cases of the Aquarius as illustrative examples, the 

complexity of the international legal system and the discrepancies between, or at worst the 

decoupling of, different legal orders and between international and national (legal) action. 
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1.5. Structure, method and scope  

 

This thesis will open with a brief exploration of the concept of inter-legality in chapter 2, 

looking at the evolution and a current interpretation of the notion. This will be achieved 

through an overview of relevant theoretical literature.   

Chapter 3 will delve into the international legal framework within which the 

rescue of migrants in the Mediterranean fits, outlining the relevant instruments covering the 

duty to rescue, the general principle of sovereignty, conventions relating to the smuggling of 

migrants, and, last but not least, the international law of refugee protection. Chapter 3 will 

close with a section inspecting the cases of the Aquarius from the perspective of the 

international law covered in the chapter. 

Chapter 4 will explore the regional and national legal dimension in more detail. 

This chapter will start at the regional level, looking at EU legislation surrounding asylum and 

refugee protection, and will work its way through bilateral agreements between countries of 

transit and destination countries, before arriving at a closer inspection at the domestic legal 

sphere of Italy as a specific example. Once again, to conclude the chapter, the challenges 

faced by the Aquarius on its rescue quests will be looked at, this time taking into account the 

various regional and domestic legalities affecting its endeavours. 

The conclusion I hope to arrive at will be that the examples explored in this 

paper act as an appropriate illustration of inter-legality in practice, and that the conclusion 

they themselves point toward is the need for more contenxtually sensitive judicial decisions.   

 

While this thesis aims to tease apart the web of different legal orders, instruments and rules at 

play in the rescue of migrants in the Mediterranean, it does not seek to provide an exhaustive 

list of all legislation involved, nor will it attempt to provide an in-depth study of case law. In 

order to illustrate the simultaneous existence of intercepting legalities, a discussion of the 

most central legal instruments operating on a particular instance at a particular time should 

suffice.  
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2. Inter-legality 

 

International law has long been studied from the perspective of normative hierarchies. The 

question that has traditionally been posed is one of superiority – which legal order, at any 

given moment, takes primacy over the rest? The two standard positions in international legal 

theory have attempted to answer this question by placing hierarchical superiority in one or the 

other, the international legal order in monism or the national legal order in dualism, but both 

have attempted to view legal orders as existing in hierarchical relation to one another.  

 

Modern international law, with its proliferation of branches, arenas, actors and subjects, 

however, does not easily settle into a straightforward plane of vertical hierarchies with 

different legal orders taking precedence, as it were, over one another in unidirectional, 

conclusive ways. Instead, a brief look at any given international legal question reveals the 

complex relationship between overlapping, sometimes outright conflicting legal norms and 

jurisdictions. Inter-legality, as viewed by Klabbers and Palombella in their 2019 edited 

volume on the concept, is in operation when a situation concerns a variety of norms from 

different legal systems, each valid in their respective spheres, and each applicable to a 

particular set of facts related to the situation.33 The case of Mediterranean migration 

illustrates this point aptly: with a network of overlapping treaties, rights, duties and subjects – 

migrants’ rights and the sovereign territorial rights of states, states’ obligation to respect and 

protect refugee rights on one hand and their duty to counter illegal activities such as migrant 

smuggling on the other – which legal order, indeed which rule, takes priority in a given 

situation? 

 

The concept of inter-legality has been offered as a new way of approaching the issue of 

different legal orders interacting in complex, sometimes problematic manners. First 

introduced by Boaventura de Sousa Santos in the late 1980s,34 it has since been employed to 

explain a variety of legal conundrums that defy a simple tiered ranking of legal norms and 

                                                
33 Klabbers, J. and Palombella, G. (2019) ”Introduction, Situating Inter-Legality”, in The Challenge of Inter-

Legality, eds.: Klabbers and Palombella, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2019; p.10 
34 de Sousa Santos, B. (1987) “Law: A Map of Misreading. Toward a Postmodern Conception of Law”, in 

Journal of Law and Society, Vol. 14, No.3, 1987; pp. 279-302 
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jurisdictions, from food rights35 to alternative traditional dispute resolution systems36, the 

possibility of legal pluralism without conflict rules37, and cultural production38. According to 

de Sousa Santos, inter-legality can provide us with a way of understanding our age of ‘legal 

porosity’, of the complex legal spaces overlapping and encroaching on one another which we 

both inhabit and recreate as human societies.39 “Our legal life”, argues de Sousa Santos, “is 

constituted by an intersection of different legal orders, that is, by interlegality”40. 

 

According to Klabbers and Palombella, “Inter-Legality […] involves the overlapping of legal 

spaces to such an extent that it is conceivable that behaviour illegal in one of these spaces 

might be perfectly legal in another relevant space, or that behaviour conducted in one of the 

relevant spaces might be affected by legal considerations in another one.”41 It is entirely 

possible that a coastal state, already encumbered with the asylum procedures of a large 

quantity of refugees as well as its own social/economic crises, and faced with an 

unprecedented influx of irregular migrants arriving at its shores at unpredictable rates and in 

various states of maritime distress, might have legitimate cause to fear the worsening of its 

domestic security situation and to find its national interests threatened. Moreover, it is 

indisputable than in such an event, sovereign states are, correspondingly, perfectly within 

their international legal rights to double down on potential threats to their domestic spheres. 

In this case, as in many others, it is not entirely clear which legal order has 

categorical superiority over the other. “The law of one single legal regime might not have 

unconditional primacy in given circumstances, not if the issue it regulates is also controlled 

                                                
35 Hadiprayitno, I. (2916) ”Who owns the right to food? Interlegality and competing interests in agricultural 

modernisation in Papua, Indonesia”, in Third World Quarterly, vol. 38 no. 1,  2016; pp.97-116 
36 Meneses, M.P.G., ”Toward Inter-legality? Traditional Healers and the Law in Post-Colonial Mozambique”, in 

Beyond Law, Vol. 27; pp.7-113 
37 Thomas, M. S. (2009) “The Process of Interlegality in a Situation of Formal Legal Pluralism: A Case Study 

from La Cocha, Ecuador”, in Legal Anthropology from the Low Countries (eds.: Böcker, van Rossum, Wibo, 

Weyers), 2009; pp.  165-182 
38 Hoekema, A. J. (2005) “European Legal Encounters Between Minority and Majority Culture: Cases of 

Interlegality”, in Journal of Legal Pluralism, Vol 51, 2005; pp. 1-28 
39 de Sousa Santos (1987) 
40 de Sousa Santos, B. (1995) “Toward a New Common Sense: Law, Science and Politics in the Paradigmatic 

Transition (Abingdon, Routledge, 1995), p. 473 
41 Klabbers, J. (2019) ”Judging Inter-Legality”,  in The Challenge of Inter-Legality, eds.: Klabbers and 

Palombella, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2019; p.356 
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by the law of another entitled and recognized legal regime.”42 Further, there are constantly 

more agents participating in the construction of discourse and practice of international norms, 

and with the increase in the number of legitimate subjects of international law, particularly in 

the case of international human rights law, the level of complexity increases also. As noted 

by Hadiprayitno, “[t]he growing dominance of international human rights law and the direct 

involvement of international donors and NGOs construct new situations of interlegality, with 

its supranational dimension of legal pluralism.”43 

 Nevertheless, the exercise of judgements currently remains within the domain 

of state power regardless of potentially relevant and legitimate external sources of legal 

norms, and therefore “judgements need to be justified in terms recognizable within the 

relevant political community”44.  What, then, can be learned by looking at the Mediterranean 

situation from the perspective of inter-legality? 

 

The concept of inter-legality can be applied to situations in which a variety of legal orders 

and norms are “all valid and applicable in principle”, especially when those norms create 

rules that are in conflict with one another.45 It is worth pointing out that the concept of inter-

legality is most useful precisely in explaining the individuality of a case in a given context: in 

the concept of inter-legality, “what one sees emerging is a contextual analysis of the facts of 

the case based on, one might say, the epistemological surfacing of the protection of the 

individual as a normative principle that not even international law now, as state legal orders, 

can ignore.”46 The concept, as such, “does not make a specific claim about the feasibility of 

welding together the norms of different orders: it leaves room for both integration and 

conflict.”47 

 

Indeed, the utility for the concept of inter-legality may lie not so much in the “capture [of] the 

plural coexistence among legalities as they create parallel worlds of normativity […] running 

                                                
42 Klabbers and Palombella (2019); p. 2 
43 Hadiprayitno (2016); p.100  
44 Klabbers (2019); p.358 
45 Klabbers and Palombella (2019); pp.9-10 
46 ibid, p.14 
47 Taekema, S. (2019) ”Between or Beyond Legal Orders: Questioning the Concept of Legal Order”, in The 

Challenge of Inter-Legality, eds: Klabbers and Palombella, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2019; p.74 
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on their own”48, but rather in breaking apart and understanding that such parallel worlds do 

not exist in disconnection from one another but are necessarily interconnected, “ultimately 

and inevitably impinging over each other.”49 That is, what needs to be recognised in practice 

is that the “functional isolation [of different legalities and regimes] is a myth.”50 Inter-

legality, in short, attempts to reconcile the existence of a plurality of legalities without 

undertaking to see these as necessarily isolated from one another. 

 

What the inter-legality approach boils down to then, for Klabbers and Palombella, is that its 

final objective should properly be viewed as avoiding injustice – that is, the encapsulation of 

both accountability to a given legal order and the responsibility towards the normative 

complexity of a given case. 

 

  

                                                
48 Palombella, G. (2019) “Theory, Realities, and Promises of Inter-Legality; A Manifesto”, in The Challenge of 

Inter-Legality, eds: Klabbers and Palombella, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2019; p.366 
49 Palombella (2019); p.367 
50 ibid, p.367 
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 3. The International Legal Dimension 

 

This chapter will outline the international legal instruments and systems in place that concern 

the rescue of migrants at sea. The instruments range from international conventions, such as 

the Refugee Convention and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea to soft 

instruments such as the Maritime Safety Committee Guidelines on the treatment of persons 

rescued at sea.  Together they create a web of obligations for state parties regarding not only 

maritime rescue but refugee and human rights more broadly.  

 

Regarded a general customary principle of international law, the duty to render assistance to 

any person in distress at sea is codified in UNCLOS Article 98. It is indeed perhaps the least 

disputed rule relating to the situation in the Mediterranean, or rather the least prone to 

conflicting interpretations. Nevertheless, as will be shown later through an inspection of the 

national legal dimension and the cases of the Aquarius and the Sea Watch 3, the duty to 

rescue, too – considered a ‘strong norm’ of international law – can and frequently does come 

into conflict with other legal instruments and rules pertaining to the subject at hand. The duty 

to rescue owes its strong international legitimacy to the many levels of international 

legislation in which it is codified. Nevertheless, “[w]hile clearly embodied in international 

treaties and customary law, the duty to assist people in distress at sea has at times been 

inhibited by domestic legislation criminalising illegal migrations.”51 European legislation, 

too, has made punishable the aiding of illegal immigration, albeit allowing for humanitarian 

considerations.52  

 

This chapter will first provide an overview of the abovementioned international convention 

followed by a look at the auxiliary instruments that have been drafted since to flesh out 

maritime rescue – namely, the International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue 

(hereinafter “SAR Convention”), the Convention of the International Maritime Organization 

(hereinafter “IMO Convention”), and the International Convention on Safety of Human Life 

at Sea (hereinafter “SOLAS”).  Next, the international system of refugee protection will be 
                                                
51 Cusumano (2017a); p. 95 
52 Human Rights at Sea, “Volunteer Maritime Rescuers: Awareness of Criminalisation”, 2016, online 

publication available at www.humanrightsatsea.org.  
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looked at, with particular focus on the principles of non-refoulement as codified in Article 33 

of the Refugee Convention. After this, state sovereignty will briefly be dealt with to 

emphasize the weight of the principle of sovereignty in international law in granting states, 

by virtue of their sovereign nature, with a considerable margin of appreciation when it comes 

to defining what constitutes threats to national interests/security and therefore an ultimately 

difficult-to-displace right to control entry into their territories. Following a look at the 

principle of state sovereignty and related rules set in UNCLOS, treaties concerning the 

trafficking and smuggling of migrants will be discussed, as these have a considerable bearing 

on the securitisation, as it were, of Western borders. Finally, we will return to our example 

voyages of the Aquarius to see where they respectively stand, under the rules of international 

law. 

 

3.1. The duty to rescue 

“Like all strong norms […] the obligation to aid those in distress at sea has long 

established a standard of appropriate behaviour for seafarers and consistently 

generated widespread stigma when violated. Long enshrined in customary 

international law, such an obligation was codified in the 1974 Convention for 

the Safety of Life at Sea, the 1978 SAR Convention, and the UN Convention on 

the Law of the Sea.”53 

 

3.1.1. UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), 1982 

 

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea represents the prevailing international 

treaty regarding the obligations and rights of states in relation to both territorial and high seas. 

UNCLOS entered into force on 16 November 1994 in accordance with Article 308(1) 12 

months after the deposit of the sixtieth instrument of ratification or accession of the treaty and 

currently has 168 parties.54  

 

The rules relevant to maritime rescue are found in Article 98 of the Convention: 

                                                
53 Cusumano, (2019a); p.8 
54 United Nations Treaty Collection, Depositary, Status of Treaties, Chapter XXI, Law of the Sea 
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Article 98 - Duty to render assistance  

1. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do 

so without serious danger to the ship, the crew or the passengers:  

(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of being lost;  

(b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in distress, if informed 

of their need of assistance, in so far as such action may reasonably be expected of 

him;  

[…] 

2. Every coastal State shall promote the establishment, operation and maintenance of 

an adequate and effective search and rescue service regarding safety on and over the 

sea and, where circumstances so require, by way of mutual regional arrangements 

cooperate with neighbouring States for this purpose.55 

 

The UNCLOS outlines in its Article 98 the duties of both flag states (98(1)) and coastal states 

(98(2)) relating to the rescue of persons in distress at sea. While flag states are obligated to 

require ships flying their flags to render assistance in so far as no danger is incurred to the 

ship or its passengers, coastal states are obligated to operate a search and rescue service. 

While UNCLOS does provide the pre-eminent and absolutely binding international rules 

relating to all things maritime, its rules relating to maritime rescue remain rather vague and 

leave much room for interpretation. This is where other international instruments come in, 

fleshing out the obligations related to the rescue of persons at sea.  

 

3.1.2. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974 (as 

amended) 

 

The SOLAS convention (entry into force 25 May 198056) establishes the minimum standards 

of safety related to merchant shipping, including regulations related to the obligation of ships 
                                                
55 emphases added 
56 United Nations Treaty Collection, Depositary, Status of Treaties 
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to proceed to the rescue of persons in distress at sea as well as the responsibility of coastal 

states to arrange rescue services. The rules related to maritime rescue are found in Chapter V 

of the convention. Originally, the text of SOLAS made no reference to disembarkation 

procedures beyond rescue, a point which has been taken up in both the International 

Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR Convention, 1979), which will be covered 

in the following section, and in the numerous amendments to SOLAS itself, adopted through 

various resolutions.57 

 

In 2001, the IMO adopted Resolution A.920(22) on the treatment of persons rescued at sea58 

in which it commissioned the Marine Safety Committee (MSC) amongst other duties to  

 

“review on a priority basis the international conventions referred to above and any 

other IMO instruments under their scope, for the purpose of identifying any existing 

gaps, inconsistencies, ambiguities, vagueness or other inadequacies and, in the light 

of such review, to take action as appropriate, so that:  

- survivors of distress incidents are given assistance regardless of nationality 

or status or of the circumstances in which they are found;  

- ships which have retrieved persons in distress at sea are able to deliver the 

survivors to a place of safety; and  

- survivors, regardless of nationality or status, including undocumented 

migrants, asylum seekers, refugees and stowaways, are treated while on board 

in the manner prescribed in the relevant IMO instruments and in accordance 

with relevant international agreements and long-standing humanitarian 

maritime traditions”59 

 

Pursuant to the above Resolution, The Maritime Safety Committee adopted Resolution 

MSC.167(78), Guidelines on the treatment of persons rescued at sea60 in 2004, the purpose 

                                                
57 SOLAS has been amended a number of times in its nearly 5 decades to reflect the changing realities of 

shipping and the development of technologies, for instance. This thesis will reference amended editions, 

indicating amendments and their sources where relevant.    
58 IMO Resolution A.920(22) on the Review of safety measures and procedures for the treatment of persons 

rescued at sea (2001)  
59 Art 1, IMO Resolution A.920(22) 
60 MSC Resolution MSC.167(78) on Guidelines on the treatment of persons rescued at sea (2004)  
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of which is to “provide guidance to Governments and to shipmasters with regard to 

humanitarian obligations and obligations under the relevant international law”61. The 

guidelines include measures to minimise the inconvenience of assisting ships as well as to 

ensure the safety and delivery of fundamental rights of rescued persons: 

 

1.2 The obligation of the master to render assistance should complement the 

corresponding obligation of IMO Member Governments to co-ordinate and co-operate in 

relieving the master of the responsibility to provide follow up care of survivors and to 

deliver the persons retrieved at sea to a place of safety.62  

[…] 

 

2.3 …The purpose of these amendments and the current guidelines is to help ensure that 

persons in distress are assisted, while minimizing the inconvenience to assisting ships 

and ensuring the continued integrity of SAR services. 

 

2.4 Specifically, […] paragraph 3.1.9 of the Annex to the SAR Convention, as amended, 

impose[s] upon Governments an obligation to co-ordinate and co-operate to ensure that 

masters of ships providing assistance by embarking persons in distress at sea are 

released from their obligations with minimum further deviation from the ship’s intended 

voyage. 

 

[…] 

6.3 A ship should not be subject to undue delay, financial burden or other related 

difficulties after assisting persons at sea; therefore coastal States should relieve the ship 

as soon as practicable.63 

Of  particular interest are articles 6.12-6.15 of the Resolution, which further define ‘place of 

safety’, emphasizing both the importance of the particulars of a given case and the fact that a 

rescue vessel is not automatically to be equated with a place of safety regardless of the 

absence of immediate danger to rescued persons: 

                                                
61 Art 1.1, Resolution MSC.167(78)  
62 Resolution MSC.167(78), emphasis added 
63 ibid, emphasis added 
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6.12 A place of safety […] is a location where rescue operations are considered to 

terminate. It is also a place where the survivors’ safety of life is no longer threatened and 

where their basic human needs (such as food, shelter and medical needs) can be met. 

Further, it is a place from which transportation arrangements can be made for the 

survivors’ next or final destination.  

6.13 An assisting ship should not be considered a place of safety based solely on the fact 

that the survivors are no longer in immediate danger once aboard the ship. An assisting 

ship may not have appropriate facilities and equipment to sustain additional persons on 

board without endangering its own safety or to properly care for the survivors. Even if 

the ship is capable of safely accommodating the survivors and may serve as a temporary 

place of safety, it should be relieved of this responsibility as soon as alternative 

arrangements can be made. 

[…] 

6.15 The Conventions, as amended, indicate that delivery to a place of safety should take 

into account the particular circumstances of the case. These circumstances may include 

factors such as the situation on board the assisting ship, on scene conditions, medical 

needs, and availability of transportation or other rescue units. Each case is unique, and 

selection of a place of safety may need to account for a variety of important factors. 

 

Based on resolutions A.920(22) and MSC.167(78), then, the amended, consolidated text of 

the SOLAS convention64, as relevant to the rescue of persons in distress at sea, reads as 

follows: 

Regulation 7 - Search and rescue services 

1. Each Contracting Government undertakes to ensure that necessary arrangements 

are made for distress communication and co-ordination in their area of 

responsibility and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea around its coasts. 

These arrangements shall include the establishment, operation and maintenance 

of such search and rescue facilities as are deemed practicable and necessary, 
                                                
64 SOLAS 2018 consolidated edition, accessed online at: https://www.samgongustofa.is/media/english/SOLAS-

Consolidated-Edition-2018.docx.pdf  
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having regard to the density of the seagoing traffic and the navigational dangers 

and shall, so far as possible, provide adequate means of locating and rescuing 

such persons. 

[…] 

Regulation 33 – Distress situations: obligations and procedures 

1. The master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to provide assistance, 

on receiving information from any source that persons are in distress at sea, is 

bound to proceed with all speed to their assistance, if possible informing them or 

the search and rescue service that the ship is doing so. This obligation to provide 

assistance applies regardless of the nationality or status of such persons or the 

circumstances in which they are found […]  

 

The amended text of Regulation 33.1.1 provides a concise summary of all the relevant 

obligations of contracting states in relation to maritime rescue: 

 

1.1. Contracting Governments shall co-ordinate and co-operate to ensure that 

masters of ships providing assistance by embarking persons in distress at 

sea are released from their obligations with minimum further deviation 

from the ships’ intended voyage, provided that releasing the master of the 

ship from the obligations under the current regulation does not further 

endager the safety of life at sea. The Contracting Government responsible 

for the search and rescue region in which such assistance is rendered shall 

exercise primary responsibility for ensuring such co-ordination and co-

operation occurs, so that survivors assisted are disembarked from the 

assisting ship and delivered to a place of safety, taking into account the 

particular circumstances of the case and guidelines developed by the 

Organization65. In these cases the relevant Contracting Government shall 

arrange for such disembarkation to be effected as soon as reasonably 

practicable.66 

                                                
65 this refers to Resolution MSC.167(78) on the Guidelines on the treatment of persons rescued at sea 
66 Regulation 33.1.1. was inserted by MSC Resolution MSC.153(78), emphases added. 
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3.1.3. International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR Convention), 

1979 

 

The SAR Convention entered into force on 22 June 1985 in accordance with its article V, 12 

months after 15 States had become party to the Convention. Under the SAR Convention 

including its Annex, operational rules are outlined with regards to the planning, organisation, 

training, information exchange and coordination of rescue operations.  The SAR Convention 

also obligates signatory parties to establish, via regional or bilateral agreements, the limits of 

the respective search and rescue regions (2.1.4). In its Annex, the following rules are laid out 

(emphases added): 

Annex 

2.1.1 Parties shall, as they are able to do so individually or in co-operation with other 

States and, as appropriate, with the Organization, participate in the development of 

search and rescue services to ensure that assistance is rendered to any person in 

distress at sea. On receiving information that any person is, or appears to be, in 

distress at sea, the responsible authorities of a Party shall take urgent steps to ensure 

that the necessary assistance is provided. 

[…] 

2.1.4 Each search and rescue region shall be established by agreement among Parties 

concerned. The Secretary-General shall be notified of such agreements.  

[…] 

2.1.10 Parties shall ensure that assistance be provided to any person in distress at 

sea. They shall do so regardless of the nationality or status of such a person or the 

circumstances in which that person is found. 

  

[…] 

2.3.1 To meet the requirements of paragraph 2.2, Parties shall individually or in co-

operation with other States establish rescue co-ordination centres for their search 

and rescue services and such rescue sub-centres as they consider appropriate. 

[…] 
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4.8.5 The rescue co-ordination centre or rescue sub-centre concerned shall initiate 

the process of identifying the most appropriate place(s) for disembarking persons 

found in distress at sea. It shall inform the ship or ships and other relevant parties 

concerned thereof. 

 

The SAR Convention defines a rescue as “an operation to retrieve persons in distress, provide 

for their initial medical or other needs, and deliver them to a place of safety.”67 SAR services, 

on the other hand, are defined as “the performance of distress monitoring, communication, 

coordination and search and rescue functions, including provision of medical advice, initial 

medical assistance, or medical evacuation, through the use of public and private resources 

including cooperating aircraft, vessels and other craft and installations.”68 

While SAR operations are defined as including the delivery of rescued persons 

to a place of safety, “place of safety” is not defined, leaving the interpretation open in 

situations in which migrants are safely on board rescue vessels but have not been 

disembarked. In part drafted to patch this gap, the guidelines of MSC Resolution 167(78), 

covered above, define a place of safety as a place where rescue operations are considered to 

terminate, one where the survivors’ lives are no longer under threat and where their basic 

human needs (such as food, shelter and medical needs) can be met. The abovementioned 

Guidelines also state that an assisting ship should not be considered a place of safety based 

solely on the fact that survivors are no longer in immediate danger once aboard the vessel. 

The Guidelines state that any other considerations such as screening or status assessment 

should not unduly delay disembarkation of survivors from the assisting ship(s). Further, 

Coastal states are obligated to relieve rescuing ships as soon as practicable.   

 

3.2. General principle of sovereignty and Arts 19, 21 and 25 of UNCLOS 

 

As a general principle of international law, a State’s sovereignty allows that State to control 

its borders, to exclude aliens from its territory and to prescribe laws governing the entry of 

aliens into its territory. “The legal competence of states and the rules for their protection 

depend on and assume the existence of [a] stable, physically identified (and normally legally 
                                                
67 SAR Convention, Annex, Chapter 1(1.3.2)  
68 SAR Convention, Annex, Chapter 1 (1.3.3)  
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delimited) base [of territory – land, airspace and territorial sea – together with a government 

and a citizen population].”69 As for the right to asylum, although mentioned in the UDHR Art 

14, it is not in itself legally binding and the right has never been codified into any universal 

treaty; in fact, there is no coverall treaty to regulate the issue. “States have been particularly 

hesitant to adopt conventions which would entail legal, mandatory obligations and which 

would restrict their sovereignty”70, and the decision on whether to grant asylum or not, in 

fact, is left entirely to the discretion of States by the 1951 Refugee Convention.  

A State’s sovereignty extends beyond its land territory and internal waters to the 

territorial sea, subject to the provisions of UNCLOS and other rules of international law. 

Further, as provided in Articles 21 and 25 of UNCLOS, a coastal State may adopt laws and 

regulations relating to innocent passage in the territorial sea to prevent, among other things, 

the infringement of that coastal State’s immigration laws and to prevent passage which is not 

innocent:  

 

Article 19. Meaning of innocent passage  

1. Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order 

or security of the coastal State. Such passage shall take place in conformity 

with this Convention and with other rules of international law.  

Article 21. Laws and regulations of the coastal State relating to innocent passage  

1. The coastal State may adopt laws and regulations, in conformity with the 

provisions of this Convention and other rules of international law, relating to 

innocent passage through the territorial sea, in respect of all or any of the 

following:  

[…] 

(h) the prevention of infringement of the customs, fiscal, immigration or 

sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State.  

                                                
69 Crawford, J. (2019) ”Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law”, 9th edition (Oxford, Oxford 

University Press, 2019); p.192  
70 Vevstad (1998); p.34 
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Article 25. Rights of protection of the coastal State  

1. The coastal State may take the necessary steps in its territorial sea to 

prevent passage which is not innocent.  

2. In the case of ships proceeding to internal waters or a call at a port facility 

outside internal waters, the coastal State also has the right to take the 

necessary steps to prevent any breach of the conditions to which admission of 

those ships to internal waters or such a call is subject.  

3. The coastal State may, without discrimination in form or in fact among 

foreign ships, suspend temporarily in specified areas of its territorial sea the 

innocent passage of foreign ships if such suspension is essential for the 

protection of its security, including weapons exercises. Such suspension shall 

take effect only after having been duly published. 71 

The definition of innocent passage is outlined in Article 19 of UNCLOS. Pursuant to Art 

19(1), passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security 

of the coastal State. The nature of prejudice to peace, good order or security of the coastal 

State is not defined within the convention, leaving considerable leeway for its interpretation 

case-by-case by parties to the Convention. 

 

3.3. International agreements relating to smuggling of humans 

 

The term ‘migrant smuggling’ has gained much tract in recent decades, due in part to the 

“international moral panic afoot”72 related to global migration and the perception of 

uncontrolled immigration into the prosperous West. In the 1990s, and driven in large part by 

destination countries such as European states and the United States, the international 

community “came together under the auspices of the United Nations to formulate a common 

                                                
71 emphases added 
72 Dauvergne, C. (2004) ” Sovereignty, Migration and the Rule of Law in Global Times”, in The Modern Law 

Review, vol.67 no.4, 2004, pp.588-615; p.588 
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understanding of what migrant smuggling is, and to adopt a treaty-based cooperation 

framework that would support a coherent response.”73 

This process ultimately culminated in the drafting and subsequent adoption of 

the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (hereinafter UNTOC) and its 

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air (hereinafter the Migrant 

Smuggling Protocol).74  

  

While the criminalisation of irregular migration itself is both prohibited by Article 31 of the 

Refugee Convention and carries significant political risks, the criminalisation of “the 

facilitation of such migration can be seen and sold quite differently: less an attack on 

individual migrants than on those who are profiting from their vulnerability and 

desperation.”75 International agreements relating to smuggling and trafficking of humans, as 

will be shown, are relevant to the cases under inspection in that they provide States with the 

legal means of criminalising rescue by invoking these conventions.  

 

The central instrument in the international response to transnational organized crime is the 

UNTOC and, most relevant to the purposes of this thesis, its Migrant Smuggling Protocol. 

Together, UNTOC and the Protocols thereto create obligations for State Parties to criminalise 

a range of activities, including – and relevant to this thesis – the smuggling of migrants, 

defined as “the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other 

material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is not a 

national or a permanent resident”76. The instrument, crucially, obligates State Parties to 

criminalise, prevent and suppress the smuggling of migrants by sea by range of legislative 

and enforcement measures, including but not limited to the establishment, in national 

legislation, as criminal offences the smuggling of migrants and the enabling to remain non-

nationals illegally within the territory of the State.77 

                                                
73 Gallagher, A.T. and David, F. (2014) ”The International Law of Migrant Smuggling” (New York, Cambridge 

University Press, 2014); p.1 
74 United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, UNTOC, 2000, entered into force 29 

September 2003, in accordance with article 38, and its Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea 

and Air, Migrant Smuggling Protocol, 2000, entered into force 28.01.2004 
75 Gallagher and David (2014); p.12 
76 Migrant Smuggling Protocol; Art 3(a) 
77 Migrant Smuggling Protocol; Arts 6-8 
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UNTOC and its Smuggling Protocol are supported by resolutions taken by the 

IMO, including Resolution A.773(18) on the Enhancement of safety of life at sea by the 

prevention and suppression of unsafe practice associated with alien smuggling by ship78 

which represented the “first truly international policy response to the phenomenon now 

known as migrant smuggling”79. The Resolution called on IMO Member States to cooperate 

in suppressing unsafe practices associated with alien smuggling by sea, develop agreements 

and procedures to facilitate such cooperation, share information on ships believed to be 

engaged in such practices and either undertake or authorize inspection of their own ships 

suspected of being engaged in above mentioned unsafe practices, and take action against 

stateless vessels engaged in said practices. Similarly, IMO Resolution A.867(20) on 

Combating unsafe practices associated with the trafficking or transport of migrants by sea80 

invited State Parties to cooperate and take action against migrant transport by sea. Together 

these Resolutions, while non-binding, paved the way towards the binding UNTOC and its 

Protocols. 

 

 

3.4. International law and refugee protection: the principle of non-refoulement  

 

The foundation for all human rights protection regimes, inlcuding that of refugee protection, 

is the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The current global refugee 

regime is built around and governed by the United Nations Convention relating to the Status 

of Refugees (the Refugee Convention, 1951), and its 1967 Protocol. Together the two are the 

primary “global instruments setting out the core principles on which the international 

protection of refugees is built”.81 Arguably, the fundamental basis of the modern refugee 

regime is the principle of non-refoulement, “which establishes the refugee as the exception to 
                                                
78 IMO Res A.773(18) on the Enhancement of safety of life at sea by the prevention and suppression of unsafe 

practice associated with alien smuggling by ship, 1993 
79 Gallagher and David (2014); p.29 
80 IMO Resolution A.867(20) on Combating unsafe practices associated with the trafficking or transport of 

migrants by sea,  1997  
81 Türk, V. and Nicholson, F. (2003) ”Refugee protection in international law: an overall perspective” in 

Refugee Protection in International Law; UNHCR’s Global Consultations on International Protection, eds. 

Feller, Türk, Nicholson (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2003); p.6 
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the sovereign right of states to exercise migration control and reject foreigners at borders”82. 

The Refugee Convention’s prohibition of expulsion or return “refoulement” contained in 

Article 33(1) prohibits Contracting States from expelling or returning a refugee to the 

frontiers of territories where his or her life or freedom would be threatened on account of the 

person’s race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 

opinion: 

 

Article 33  

1. No Contracting State shall expel or return ('refouler’) a refugee in any 

manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom 

would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership 

of a particular social group or political opinion. 

 

While the principle of non-refoulement is codified most notably in 1951 Refugee Convention, 

it is often – though not universally – seen to represent a customary norm83 and is also written 

into in various other instruments, including regional instruments.  For instance, while it is not 

explicitly mentioned in the 1950 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 

and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights ECHR)84, the principle 

is supported by Article 3 of the Convention prohibiting – absolutely – torture, inhuman or 

degrading treatment and punishment.85 The 1984 Convention against Torture (CAT)86 

solidified the already universally accepted customary norm prohibiting torture. The 

Committee on the Rights of the Child has also emphasized the centrality of the prohibition of 

refoulement to the fulfilment of the rights laid out in the Convention on the Rights of the 

                                                
82 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. (2010) “Growing Barriers: International Refugee Law”, in Universal Human Rights 

and Extraterritorial Obligations, eds. Gibney and Skogly (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 

2010), pp.55-81; p.58 
83 Vevstad (1998); pp.159-161 
84 ECHR entry into force 3.9.1953 
85 Various ECtHR rulings have upheld this principle, see for instance: ECtHR Chamber Judgement, Case of 

Khlaifia and Others v. Italy, Application no. 16483/12; ECtHR Grand Chamber, Case of Ilias and Ahmed v. 

Hungaruy, Application no. 47287/15. It also bears noting that non-refoulement is specifically mentioned in the 

African Union Convention Governing Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa Art II (3), and in the 

American Convention on Human Rights Art 22(8). 
86 CAT entry into force 26.6.1987 
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Child (CRC)87, and the norm is also an integral part of the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights (ICCPR) in its Article 7 on the prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment.88 The norm of non-refoulement is thus further 

strengthened by Article 3 ECHR, especially when inspected alongside Article 13 on the right 

to an effective remedy read in conjunction with Article 4 Protocol 4 prohibiting the collective 

expulsion of aliens, as upheld by multiple ECtHR judgements89. The principle of non-

refoulement is also strengthened by CAT, ICCPR, CRC and other international law 

instruments. Violations of the human rights principles enshrined in these instruments 

“constitute the foundation on which the criteria of the 1951 Refugee Convention are based, 

and the international instruments pertaining to the protection of human rights are therefore 

indispensable for the interpretation of the refugee protection instruments.”90  

 

But what happens in situations in which refugees are intercepted before they reach the 

borders of an asylum country? What is to explain the commonplace occurrence of states 

invoking their sovereign right to exercise migration control and reject the entry of refugees 

into their territories, when such an occurrence is, in effect, an aberration of one of the core 

principles of international refugee law? 

While earlier understandings of the principle of non-refoulement understood it 

as applying to refugees already within the territory of a state91, it has later been contended by 

the likes of Goodwin-Gill92 that the text of Article 33 of the Refugee Convention itself points 

towards an absolute principle prohibiting the return of refugees, “in any manner whatsoever”, 

to situations of potential persecution. Similarly, Lauterpacht and Bethlehem93 assert that the 

state obligation to respect non-refoulement applies whether persons are physically within 

their jurisdiction or simply subject to it. That is, state responsibility applies to acts attributable 
                                                
87 CRC entry into force 2.9.1990 
88 ICCPR entry into force 23.3.1976 
89 ECtHR, Second Chamber, Case of Sharifi and Others v Italy and Greece, Application no. 16643/09; EctHR, 

First Section, Case of R.T. v. Greece, Application no. 5124/11 
90 Vevstad (1998); p. 35 
91 Gammeltoft-Hansen (2010); p.59 
92 Goodwin-Gill, G. and McAdam, J. (2007) “The Refugee in International Law” (Oxford, Oxford University 

Press, 2007); p. 248 
93 Lauterpacht, E. and Bethlehem, D. (2003) “The scope and content of the principle of non-refoulement: 

Opinion”, in Refugee Protection in International Law; UNCHR’s Global Consultations on International 

Protection, eds. Feller, Türk, Nicholson (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp.89-176 
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to a state or agents acting on behalf of it, even if these should take place beyond the territory 

of said state, as laid down in the International Law Commission’s Articles on state 

responsibility (2001).94   “…States’ responsibility for their actions encompasses any measure 

resulting in refoulement, including certain interception practices, rejection at the frontier, or 

indirect refoulement, as determined by the law on State responsibility.”95 State responsibility 

extends to actions taken beyond a state’s territorial boundaries, carried out by agents or 

individuals acting on behalf of the state, or in exercise of governmental authority, at points of 

embarkation, transit and in international zones. Türk and Nicholson hold that the principle of 

non-refoulement applies in all such situations.  

 

The seminal case in 2009 before the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) of Hirsi 

Jamaa and Others v. Italy,96 in which a group of Somalian and Eritrean refugees who had set 

off from Libya were intercepted in the Maltese MRCC zone by Italian authorities and 

returned to Tripoli, upheld the validity of non-refoulement even in the event of interception 

beyond territorial jurisdiction. During the proceedings, Italy had held that the interception of 

the migrants happened in accordance with bilateral agreements that had been concluded with 

Libya earlier that year, and that it “represented an important turning point in the fight against 

clandestine immigration”, discouraging people smuggling and trafficking and saving lives at 

sea97. The Court, on the other hand, held that not only were the applicants intercepted in the 

high seas within the jurisdiction of Italy for the purposes of Article 1 of the ECHR98, there 

had been a clear violation by Italy of Article 3 of the Convention owing to the significant risk 

of ill-treatment in Libya as well as a risk of repatriation to Somalia and Eritrea.99 

Furthermore, the Court held that “[i]n accordance with the principle of pacta sunt servanda, a 

State could not evade its obligations under the Convention by relying on commitments 

arising out of bilateral or multilateral agreements concerning the fight against clandestine 

immigration”100, given that the human rights situation in Libya was both known to and 

                                                
94 Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts’, UN doc. A/CN.4/L.602, 2001 
95 Türk and Nicholson (2003); p.10 
96 Case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, European Court of Human Rights, Grand Chamber, Application 

27765/09, 2009, judgement concluded in 2012 
97 ibid, at Part I, Art 11. 
98 ibid, at Court Decision, Art 3. 
99 ibid, at Court Decision, Art 6. 
100 ibid, at Part III, Art 103. 
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verifiable by Italian authorities at the time. The Court also noted that transfers of intercepted 

persons as in the case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others represented an express intention to prevent 

irregular migrants disembarking on Italian soil, representing a violation of Article 4 of 

Protocol 4 of the ECHR, which prohibits the collective expulsion of aliens.101  

 

3.5. The Aquarius under International Law 

 

The rescue of 627 migrants off the coast of Libya in six separate operations in June 2018 

undertaken by the Aquarius, merchant vessels and Italian naval units illustrates the jungle of 

international legal systems through which migrants and their rescuers must navigate in order 

to reach safe haven. A judicial inspection of the case ex post facto further reveals just how 

complex the interplay between simultaneously valid legal rules is. 

 

I will refer to the first phase of the operations in question as the initial rescue. During the 

initial rescue phase, the rules codified within UNCLOS, SOLAS and SAR Convention 

created obligations for the captains of the merchant ships involved as well as the captains of 

the Aquarius and the Italian naval vessels, but importantly they created obligations for the 

coastal states involved as well – obligations to organise, coordinate and maintain effective 

rescue services.  

Once all the rescued persons where transferred onto the Aquarius and the vessel 

began to make its way towards the closest port, a phase I will refer to as the ‘delivery to a 

safe place -phase’, it is clear that a broader set of norms began to apply: not only were there 

obligations related to the treatment of the rescued persons, dictated by the above mentioned 

conventions as well as overarching human rights norms, but the rights of the rescued 

migrants created a new set of duties for the relevant authorities. Thus the phase of delivery to 

a safe place activated a new set of obligations, dictated by the Refugee Convention.  

As the Aquarius awaited instructions from coastal states and rescue 

coordination authorities on which port to proceed to, the coastal states involved began a 

process of negotiating a balance between coastal state / MRCC duties and obligations on one 

hand, created by their consent to be bound to the maritime conventions as well as the Refugee 

Convention, and their sovereign right to control entry into their territories on the other. This 
                                                
101 Case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, at Part IV, Art 181. 
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phase triggered yet another set of international rules, ones which can now be seen to come 

into conflict with the obligation to treat “survivors, regardless of nationality or status, 

including undocumented migrants, asylum seekers, refugees and stowaways … in the manner 

prescribed in the relevant IMO instruments and in accordance with relevant international 

agreements”,102 such as the Refugee Convention, including the arguably peremptory norm of 

non-refoulement, for instance. 

 

Inspecting the initial rescue phase from the perspective of international law, the following can 

be said. In proceeding to the rescue of persons in distress, the captains of the Aquarius, 

merchant vessels and Italian naval units all complied with obligations under UNCLOS Art 

98(1) of rendering assistance, a duty required of them, technically, by the states under whose 

flags they were sailing. Italy can also be seen to have complied with its obligations under 

UNCLOS Art 98(2), having established an adequate and effective search and rescue service 

which it operationalized amongst other missions in the mission involving the Aquarius. Italy 

and Malta have ratified UNCLOS, SAR Convention and SOLAS, whereas Libya has ratified 

SAR Convention and SOLAS and is signatory to, but has yet to ratify UNCLOS. At the time 

of the rescue Italy had assumed de facto responsibility for the coordination of rescue services 

in the waters adjacent to the Libyan territorial sea.  Italy operates its national MRCC from 

Rome, from where rescue missions within its relevant SAR-zones are coordinated and 

overseen, with search and rescue coordination being delegated to the coast guard. Italy has 

signed bilateral agreements with most Mediterranean countries defining the borders of the 

respective SAR regions. Libya has ratified the SAR Convention outlining the duty to declare 

SARs areas, but in early June 2018 it had yet to declare and coordinate operations within its 

own SAR area. However, and while the area adjoining Libyan territorial waters did not fall 

under explicit responsibility of any country, it was in practice mainly coordinated by Rome.  

The rescue was therefore effectively coordinated by the MRCC in Rome, and 

once the immediate assistance to persons in distress at sea off the Libyan coast had been 

provided, rescued persons were transferred to the Aquarius, the vessel best able to provide for 

their immediate assistance and thereby relieving merchant vessels to carry on with their 

journeys as per the amended text of Regulation 33.1.1 of SOLAS. So far, so good. 

  

                                                
102 IMO Resolution A.920(22), Art 1 
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At this point, however, intersecting legalities begin to present a more complicated interaction 

of rules and regulations, revealing the potential for different outcomes depending on the 

instrument and order according to which the case is inspected.  

 

After the initial rescue phase the Aquarius proceeded, following instructions from MRCC 

Rome, towards the closest port of call in Malta in order to deliver its passengers as soon as 

reasonably practicable (Regulation 33.1.1 of SOLAS, again) but was turned away by 

Maltese authorities who claimed no responsibility based on the fact that the rescues had taken 

place outside the Maltese SAR zone and were, in actuality, coordinated by the MRCC in 

Rome. Italy, argued Malta, should take responsibility over disembarkation. As the vessel 

approached Italian territorial waters, however, it was not granted access to port and was told 

instead to await further instructions.  

At this time, the Aquarius did not give Italian officials indication of being in 

distress. Primary necessities such as food and water had been provided those on board, and 

the vessel communicated to officials that none of its passengers were, according to the ship’s 

captain, in immediate danger.  Therefore the definition of distress, as delineated in UNCLOS, 

while the ship awaited instructions from Italian officials was arguably not met. In denying 

entry in such a situation, Italy was not technically in breach its obligations under UNCLOS 

Art 98. Italy can also be said to have complied with its obligation under Annex Article 4.8.5  

by initiat[ing] the process of identifying the most appropriate place(s) for disembarking 

persons found in distress at sea and inform[ing]the ship or ships and other relevant parties 

concerned thereof. Furthermore, nothing in the SAR Convention indicates that it is the 

obligation of the coordinating State to offer a place of safety to persons rescued at sea. The 

obligation of the coordinating state is simply to initiate the process of identifying such a 

place. Italy had in fact contacted Maltese authorities as the closest port of call and informed 

the ship thereof. Bear in mind, at this point, that “foreign vessels enjoy no right to enter 

internal waters under customary international law”103, the sole exception being that of cases 

of distress, as per UNCLOS.  

Therefore, were the case of the Aquarius to be judicially inspected exclusively 

from the perspective of UNCLOS and related maritime instruments, as a word of the law 

reading, it would appear that none of the coastal states are, in fact, under any unambiguous 

                                                
103 Gallagher and David (2014); p. 231 
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obligation to provide port and disembarkation for survivors, and where therefore not in direct 

contravention of any international obligation in refusing the Aquarius entry to port. 

 

Taking into account the amended SOLAS obligations, however, it can be seen that neither 

Malta nor Italy complied with their duty per UNCLOS to relieve the rescue vessel’s captain 

of its duties as soon as practically possible, nor did they, in the final instance, ensure that 

rescued persons be disembarked at a place of safety as soon as reasonably practicable, as per 

the amended SOLAS Convention. The rescued migrants were, in fact, only disembarked in 

Valencia, at the invitation of the Spanish government, after a 9 day delay at sea.  

Further, the particular circumstances aboard the Aquarius as it awaited 

instructions from Italian authorities were as follows: passengers of the Aquarius included 

pregnant persons, underage minors, persons with severe chemical burns and persons suffering 

from hypothermia, all in need of medical attention. The Aquarius was severely overcrowded 

and lacked basic shelter for its passengers and was running low on basic needs including 

sanitation facilities and food. Arguably, the basic human needs of the rescued persons were 

not being met. Given the context of the case and the wording of the amended SOLAS 

Convention, it could be argued that Italy violated its duty as primary responsible SAR-

coordinator to consider the particular circumstances of the case, and to deliver rescued 

persons to a place of safety without undue delay. Expressed in other terms, in this case it 

would seem at best inappropriate from an ethical standpoint – at worst a breach of 

international law – to ignore the humanitarian considerations discoverable through a close 

inspection of particular circumestances in favour of a more formal reading of international 

maritime rules.  

 

There nevertheless remains the undeniable sovereign right of states to control their borders 

and to manage entry of foreign nationals in a way that allows them to ensure internal security. 

Indeed, “contemporary migration laws are associated with the essence of the nation.”104 In 

recent decades, laws governing and certainly restricting migration have proliferated and have 

been argued as a legal consequence of the securitisation of borders.105 Since 9/11 and the 

proliferation of international legislation regarding prevention of transnational terrorism, some 

                                                
104 Dauvergne (2004); p.589 
105 Perkowski (2016) 
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have argued that the border and control thereof represents the last vestige of sovereignty.106  

Viewed from this perspective, it is difficult to disregard fully the aspect of internal national 

security and the potential threat from uncontrolled migration.  

But while the sovereign territorial right of the state to admit or deny entry is 

arguably the very basis of international law, it is not an absolute right and is tempered by 

obligations arising from instruments such as the Refugee Convention, the Law of the Seas, as 

well as jus cogens norms such as the prohibition of torture which has a significant bearing on 

the obligation of non-refoulement within the context of Refugee Law. Italy’s right to protect 

its territory and its internal security, therefore, must be balanced with humanitarian 

considerations, including the rights of refugees, and with international obligations arising 

from the Refugee Convention, amongst others.   

  

But what, then, of Italy’s duty to abide by its obligations arising from the UNTOC and its 

Migrant Smuggling Protocol? Do States not bear the responsibility under the latter 

instruments to criminalise, prevent and suppress the smuggling of migrants by sea by range 

of legislative and enforcement measures, as laid out in Articles 6-8 of the Migrant Smuggling 

Protocol? Yes; there is the duty, as per UNTOC and its Protocols, to undertake such actions – 

including via national legislation and bilateral treaties if necessary – to prevent, criminalise 

and suppress illegal activities related to the smuggling of migrants. It could be argued that, 

from the perspective of international law and the prevention of transnational organized crime, 

Italy has simply made a proactive effort to fulfil its international obligations by undertaking 

bilateral agreements with Libya in order to control irregular migration and, additionally, by 

criminalising the aiding and abetting of illegal migration in its national legislation.  

Yet it must be noted that the principle of non-refoulement applies even in 

instances in which a state is obliged to act against illegal activities such as migrant 

smuggling. As expressed by Gallagher and David, “[m]igrant smuggling is increasingly a part 

of the refugee experience, and non-refoulement in the context of refugee law is accordingly 

of special relevance to any discussion of migrant smuggling.”107 While instruments relevant 

to the latter do expressly obligate State Parties to act against the smuggling of migrants by sea 

by range of legislative and enforcement measures, UNTOC and its Protocols also stipulates 

                                                
106 See for instance Dauvergne, C. (2008), ”Making People Illegal: What Globalization Means for Migration and 

Law” (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2008) 
107 Gallagher and David (2014); p.161 
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specific provisions108 to ensure that the prohibition of refoulement applies irrespective of a 

formal recognition of refugeedom – that is, the right to asylum is upheld and cannot be 

predicated on a formal recognition as refugee.109  

However, it bears noting that the notion of “extraterritorial human rights” is 

complex and as yet relatively unsettled – typically, the reach of human rights treaties, such as 

the Refugee Convention, is limited to individuals within the territory of State Parties110, and 

since States have increasingly begun externalising migration control to beyond their 

territorial boundaries, the reach of human rights obligations in such situations is a very 

current question. As noted by Gallagher and David, “the international legal position to the 

extraterritorial application of human rights law is both shifting and unclear, complicated by 

State practice that remains far from uniform.”111 

 

Given the above, it is clear that a number of conflicting yet simultaneously legitimate rules 

had a bearing on the events surrounding the June 2018 rescue operation in which the 

Aquarius took part in. In other words, the case represents a ‘textbook example’, so to say, of 

inter-legality and the web of rules both overlayed and intersecting, coexisting and conflicting 

all at once. At the centre of them all remain the rescued migrants who were picked up from 

unseaworthy and/or sinking migrant boats in the Mediterranean. Which rule, regulation, 

treaty or agreement, if any, should be applied primarily, or with primacy in a situation such as 

this? How is one to begin picking apart the intersecting norms to arrive at a notion of ‘right’, 

and whose ‘right’ takes precedence? The example of the Aquarius brings to the fore the 

reality of a system of inter-legality, that is, of a coexistence – if not harmonious – of different 

legalities and norms at any given moment. But the case of the Aquarius is also largely one of 

definitions and, crucially, of interpretation - what constitutes distress, what can be considered 

a place of safety and what is a reasonable disembarkation time given the context.  

                                                
108 See Article 19(1) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol, which states that ” Nothing in this Protocol shall affect 

the other rights, obligations and responsibilities of States and individuals under international law, including 

international humanitarian law and international human rights law and, in particular, where applicable, the 1951 

Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees and the principle of non-refoulement as 

contained therein.” 
109 Gallagher and David (20149; p.162 
110 Coomans, F. and Kamminga, M. (2014) ”Extraterritorial Application of Human Rights Treaties” (Intersentia, 

2004) 
111 Gallagher and David (2014); pp. 262-263 
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If matters have not yet appeared sufficiently complicated when inspected from the 

International Legal dimension, they are further complicated by the rules and responsibilities 

created by the regional and national levels of law affecting the case at hand in simultaneity. 

The next chapter of this thesis will delve into the regional and national legal context within 

which the rescue of sea migrants takes place.  
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4. The Regional and National Legal Dimension 

 

The humanitarian ‘crisis’ that has more or less defined Mediterranean maritime affairs over 

the last seven or more years coincides with increasing European border securitisation and 

migration management.112 European states have undertaken both individually and collectively 

to update their legislation on asylum and immigration, Italy included.113 Italy’s stance on 

SAR has fluctuated during the past years in tandem with shifts in domestic politics. Italy has 

mobilised instruments such as bilateral agreements with countries of origin or transit as well 

as domestic criminal legislation as a means of externalising border control and penalising 

illegal immigration practices, thereby managing human migrations. 

 

This chapter will first examine EU law related to asylum and migration, including the Dublin 

II Regulations, the Schengen Border Policy and EU Asylum Procedures Directive, as well as 

EU naval operations in the Mediterranean. Bilateral agreements drafted between destination 

and transit countries to curb the flow of migrants will then be looked at before moving on to 

and inspection of Italian domestic legislation on asylum and migration, including the move to 

restrict entry into ports of vessels carrying rescued migrants as well as criminal proceedings 

against vessels allegedly aiding illegal immigration. Finally, and once again, I will return to 

the Aquarius to inspect how the various relevant rules and regulations have impacted its 

sample rescue journeys. 

 

4.1. EU asylum and refugee law and other regional instruments 

 

EU asylum law is based on a Common European Asylum System, itself founded on the 

principles enshrined in the Refugee Convention as well as the Charter of Fundamental Rights 

of the European Union (hereinafter the Charter). The Charter reiterates in its articles 1 and 4 

                                                
112 Perkowski (2016); p.332 
113 García Andrade, P. (2014) “Initiatives of EU Member States in Managing Mixed Flows in the Mediterranean 

and the EU Distribution of Competencies”, in CLEER Working Papers, No. 7, The Common European Asylum 

System and human rights: enhancing protection in times of emergencies (eds. Matera and Taylor), 2014; pp.51-

63   
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the inviolability of human dignity and the prohibition of torture and inhumane or degrading 

treatment respectively, and Article 18 of the Charter defines the right to asylum.  

The Common European Asylum System has aimed at harmonizing common 

minimum standards for asylum amongst Member States.114 It includes the Schengen Borders 

Code,115 the revised Asylum Procedures Directive aimed at developing the asylum decision-

making process,116 as well as revised regulations on processing asylum applications, 

commonly known as the Dublin III Regulation117. At the time of writing, the EU is working 

on a “new, durable European framework […] to manage the interdependence between 

Member States’ policies and decisions […] one that can provide certainty, clarity and decent 

conditions for the men, women and children arriving in the EU, and that can also allow 

Europeans to trust that migration is managed in an effective and humane way, fully in line 

with our values.”118 The so-called New Pact on Asylum and Migration is aimed at creating “a 

new governance mechanism [that] will ensure fairer division of responsibilities and effective 

solidarity between Member States, with national migration management systems increasingly 

integrated into a European whole.”119 The EU discourse on migration is centered on the twin, 

if arguably conflicting, aims of upholding European values on one hand, including a respect 

for human rights,  and control of migration on the other. 

 

 

                                                
114 European Commission, Common European Asylum System webpage, https://ec.europa.eu/home-

affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum_en 
115 Regulation (EC) No. 562/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a Community 

Code on the rules governing the movement of persons across borders, 15.3.2006 (the Schengen Borders Code)  
116 Directive 2013/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on common 

procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection, in force since19.07.2013 
117 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing 

the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for 

international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person, in 

force since 19.07.2013 
118 European Commission, COM(2020) 609, “Communication from the Commission on a New Pact on 

Migration and Asylum”, 23.9.2020 
119 European Commission, Migration and Home Affairs website: the New Pact on Migration and Asylum: 

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration_en  
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4.1.1. The Schengen Borders Code, the Revised Asylum Procedures Directive and the 

Dublin III Regulation 

 

The Schengen Borders Code120 sets rules for the management of movement of people across 

European borders, including regulations on both internal and external border crossings. The 

Code makes particular reference to the rights of refugees and asylum seekers in its Article 3, 

as well as to the surveillance of external sea borders by Frontex in the 2010 Council Decision 

supplementing the Schengen Borders Code.121 The rules set out in the Annex to the latter 

emphasize, inter alia, the safety of intercepted persons as well as the prohibition of non-

refoulement. Article 1 of the Annex reads as follows:122 

1. General principles 

1.1. Measures taken for the purpose of the surveillance operation shall be 

conducted in accordance with fundamental rights and in a way that does not 

put at risk the safety of the persons intercepted or rescued as well as of the 

participating units. 

1.2. No person shall be disembarked in, or otherwise handed over to the 

authorities of, a country in contravention of the principle of non-refoulement, or 

from which there is a risk of expulsion or return to another country in 

contravention of that principle. Without prejudice to paragraph 1.1, the persons 

intercepted or rescued shall be informed in an appropriate way so that they can 

express any reasons for believing that disembarkation in the proposed place 

would be in breach of the principle of non-refoulement. 

[…] 

The revised Asylum Procedures Directive was adopted in 2013 by the European Parliament 

and Council, with the objective of creating a coherent, harmonised EU-wide procedural norm 

for the processing of asylum applications. Its articles cover, inter alia, procedural rules to 

                                                
120 Regulation (EU) 2016/399 of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Union Code on the rules 

governing the movement of persons across borders (Schengen Borders Code), 9.3.2016 
121 Council Decision 2010/252/EU, 26.4.2010 
122 ibid, emphases added 
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ensure that applications are processed quickly and effectively, rules to ensure that applicants 

have access to legal assistance, and rules regarding the concept of first country of asylum, 

and the concept of safe third country.   

Article 38(1) of the Directive defines what constitutes a safe third country. The 

concept of safe third country may only be applied  

 

“where the competent authorities are satisfied that a person seeking 

international protection will be treated in accordance with the following 

principles in the third country concerned: 

(a) life and liberty are not threatened on account of race, religion, nationality, 

 membership of a particular social group or political opinion; 

(b) there is no risk of serious harm as defined in Directive 2011/95/EU; 

(c) the principle of non-refoulement in accordance with the Geneva Convention 

is respected; 

(d) the prohibition of removal, in violation of the right to freedom from torture 

and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment as laid down in international law, is 

respected; and 

(e) the possibility exists to request refugee status and, if found to be a refugee, 

to receive protection in accordance with the Geneva Convention.”123 

 

While Article 38(2)(b) states that “rules on the methodology by which the competent 

authorities satisfy themselves that the safe third country concept may be applied to a 

particular country or to a particular applicant” and that “[s]uch methodology shall include 

case-by-case consideration of the safety of the country for a particular applicant and/or 

national designation of countries considered to be generally safe”, it is worth noting the 

requirement laid down in Article 37 subparagraphs (2) and (3) to undertake regular reviews 

of  ‘safe countries’ which are to be based, among others, on information from the UNHCR 

and other relevant sources. Article 38, further, underscores the obligation to designate as a 

safe third country only such countries that satisfy criteria related to the fulfilment of rights of 

the migrants. 

                                                
123 Article 38 (1) of Directive 2013/32/EU  
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In recent years, Mediterranean EU states have complained of a growing burden with regards 

to the reception of irregular migrants. The Dublin III Regulation “obliges migrants to apply 

for asylum in the first European country of entry. The overlapping obligations arising from 

maritime, refugee and EU law impose a heavy burden on countries of first entry.”124 In 2018, 

Italy received the vast majority of incoming Dublin requests – that is, requests to either take 

charge of asylum application processes or to take back asylum applicants who had already 

lodged their application in Italy.125 This points towards a high number of asylum seekers, 

having either already lodged their asylum applications in Italy or having passed through the 

jurisdictional area of responsibility of Italy, having moved on to third (EU) countries, and, as 

a corollary, to the high burden on Italian authorities both in the processing of asylum 

applications and in controlling onward movement of asylum seekers already present within 

Italian territory. According to reports, the situation has led to more draconian methods of 

control at borders and by authorities as well as to the classification of applicants exclusively 

based on nationality, for instance: “Migrants from Nigeria, Gambia, Senegal, Morocco, 

Algerian and Tunisia are easily classified as economic migrants. Considering that the vast 

majority of people arriving in Italy tend to proceed to other countries to present their asylum 

claim without even registering, to avoid being returned to Italy under the Dublin III 

Regulation, a large use of force to fingerprint migrants has been reported.”126 

 

4.1.2. EU Naval Missions 

 

Faced with the urgency of both the humanitarian tragedy and a growing popular fear of 

uncontrolled migration into the region in the early 2010s, the EU began and operated a 

number of joint naval missions in the Mediterranean, aimed simultaneously at saving lives at 

sea and managing irregular migration.127 After the suspension of the Italian state operation 

Mare Nostrum in 2014, the EU Border and Coast Guard agency Frontex assumed a stronger 

presence in the Mediterranean, launching its Central Mediterranean monitoring operation 

                                                
124 Cusumano (2019a); p.8 
125 Eurostat (2018), “Report: Incoming take charge and take back requests”, accessed online at, 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

explained/index.php?title=File:Incoming_take_charge_and_take_back_requests,_2018_(number)_MI19.png	
126 AIDA, “Country Report: Italy”, 2016, p.21 
127 Cusumano (2019a); p.8 
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Triton in 2014. The following year, the civil operation was accompanied by the Common 

Security and Defence Policy (CSPD) military operation EU Naval Force Mediterranean 

(EUNAVFOR Med) Sophia.128 Both Triton and EUNAVFOR Med Sophia’s missions were 

communicated as focusing on the provision of Search and Rescue, but the rhetoric of rescue 

“was not fully reflected by the two missions’ operational conduct.”129 Both missions 

prioritised border control and intervention in illegal migration instead.130 EU Frontex Mission 

Triton used a rhetoric of “saving lives at sea”, whereas its operational conduct shows that its 

proportional involvement in search and rescue activities was a maximum of 24% of total 

rescues, and at its lowest operation Triton participated in just above 10% of all rescues. The 

EUNAVFOR Med Sophia mission, on the other hand, maintained a more security-oriented 

rhetoric, focusing on prevention of smuggling and trafficking instead of rescue. Nevertheless, 

EUNAVFOR Med, too, paid lip service to search and rescue, framing its security-based 

objectives as “saving lives by reducing crossings”.131 Cusumano has called this the 

“organized hypocrisy” of the EU external relations, in which strategies of control are often 

thinly veiled in a humanitarian rhetoric.132 Once again, the twin objectives of control and 

human rights are forced into an uneasy coexistence.  

 

4.1.3. PACE Resolution on the Interception at Sea of Asylum Seekers, Refugees and 

Irregular Migrants133 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the responsibility of ensuring migrants rescued at sea 

are delivered to a place of safety is borne by the State under whose authorities the rescue was 

primarily coordinated, yet there is no clear-cut system for determining where such a place 

may be. Concerned by the indeterminacy regarding where such a place of safety is, in 2011 

the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) adopted Resolution 1821 on 

the Interception and Rescue at Sea of Asylum Seekers, Refugees and Irregular Migrants. The 
                                                
128 ibid; p.4 
129 Cusumano (2019a); p.4 
130 ibid; p.3 
131 Cusumano (2019a)  
132 ibid; p.4 
133 PACE Resolution 1821(2011) on The interception and rescue at sea of asylum seekers, refugees and 

irregular migrants; accessed at http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref-XML2HTML-

EN.asp?fileid=18006&lang=en  
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non-binding Resolution emphasizes the importance of applying overarching principles of 

human rights to the rules and regulations stipulated within treaty instruments such as the SAR 

Convention.  In particular, article 5.2 states that 

 

while the absolute priority in the event of interception at sea is the swift 

disembarkation of those rescued to a “place of safety”, the notion of “place of 

safety” does not appear to be interpreted in the same way by all member states. 

Yet it is clear that the notion of “place of safety” should not be restricted solely 

to the physical protection of people, but necessarily also entails respect for 

their fundamental rights. 

 

In article 7, the resolution reminds Member States of their obligations under international 

law, including the European Convention on Human Rights and the 1951 Refugee 

Convention, and in article 9.4 the resolution calls upon Member States to 

 

carry out as a priority action the swift disembarkation of rescued persons to a 

“place of safety” and interpret a “place of safety” as meaning a place which 

can meet the immediate needs of those disembarked and in no way jeopardises 

their fundamental rights, since the notion of “safety” extends beyond mere 

protection from physical danger and must also take into account the 

fundamental rights dimension of the proposed place of disembarkation. 

 

The PACE Resolution does not go as far as to define where the place of safety should be, but 

it does bring the dimension of fundamental rights back into the mix. Far from allowing for a 

purely legal-technical method for ascertaining where rescued persons should be disembarked, 

the Resolution calls for a solution that takes into account the particular circumstances of a 

given case in determining the location best able to ensure the most comprehensive set of 

fundamental rights to those rescued.   
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4.2. Bilateral agreements – the Italy-Libya Memorandum of Understanding 

 

In 2016, the EU made a statement of cooperation with Turkey to tackle the issue of what was 

seen to be uncontrolled migration into Europe in the aftermath of the Syrian conflict. The 

“proactive effort to halt migrations from Turkish authorities”134 involved a 6 billion euro aid 

package officially targeted at “end[ing] the irregular migration from Turkey to the EU”135. In 

similar fashion, Italy and Libya signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in 2017 to 

curb the flow of “illegal immigration” to Europe from and through Libya, including the 

financing of temporary hosting centres in Libya training and resourcing of the Libyan Border 

and Coast Guards.136  

 

The 2017 MoU between Libya and Italy to combat human trafficking, illegal migration and 

smuggling loosely followed the template of the EU-Turkey statement. The agreement was 

signed following an unusually high influx of migrants arriving in Italy along the Central 

Mediterranean route in 2015 and 2016. The two countries had, however, made similar 

agreements in the previous decades, but the internal turmoil in Libya following governmental 

breakdown followed by the civil war coupled with the ECtHR ruling on the Hirsi Jamaa case 

caused the agreements to be suspended in 2012.137 

 

The 2017 MoU represents a revival of the externalised regional management of migration.  

Its main objectives are laid out in articles 1 and 2 of the MoU, spelling out amongst others the 

aims of developing Libyan security authorities, providing technological and technical support 

to the Libyan authorities in the fight against illegal immigration, and  completing the system 

of border control and migration centres in Libya: 

 

 
                                                
134 Cusumano (2017a); p.92 
135 European Council (2016), Press Release, “EU-Turkey Statement, 18 March 2016”    
136 Memorandum of understanding on cooperation in the fields of development, the fight against illegal 

immigration, human trafficking and fuel smuggling and on reinforcing the security of borders between the State 

of Libya and the Italian Republi (signed 2 February 2017, text available at: https://eumigrationlawblog.eu/wp-

content/uploads/2017/10/MEMORANDUM_translation_finalversion.doc.pdf 
137 Palm, A. (2017) “The Italy-Libya Memorandum of Understanding: The baseline of a policy approach aimed 

at closing all doors to Europe?”, in EU Immigration and Asylum Law and Policy, 02.10.2017 
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Article 1 

The Parties commit themselves to: 

A) start cooperation initiatives in conformity with programs and activities 

adopted by the Libyan Presidential Council and the Libyan Government of 

National Accord, as regards the support to security and military 

institutions’ in order to stem the illegal migrants’ fluxes and face their 

consequences […] 

[…] 

C) the Italian party commits to provide technical and technologic support to the 

Libyan institutions in charge of the fight against illegal immigration, and that 

are represented by the border guard and the coast guard of the Ministry of 

Defence and by the competent bodies and departments of the Ministry of Home 

Affairs. 

 

Article 2 

In addition, The Parties commit to undertake actions in the following sectors: 

1) completion of the system of border control in Southern Libya […] 

2) adaptation and financing of the above mentioned reception centres already 

active compliance with the relevant provisions, making recourse to funds made 

available by Italy and the European Union. […] 

3) training of the Libyan personnel within the above mentioned reception 

centres to face the illegal immigrants’ conditions, supporting the Libyan 

research centres operating in this field so that they can contribute to the 

identification of the most adequate methods to face the clandestine immigration 

phenomenon and human trafficking. 

[…] 

  

4.3. Italian domestic policy and legislation on asylum and migration and the 

criminalisation of rescue 

 

Italian authorities have had an ambivalent attitude both towards immigration policy and 

towards migrant rescue during the past decade. After the Arab Spring of 2011 and the 
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collapse of both Libyan and Tunisian governments, Italy began to take on a higher portion of 

asylum seekers arriving at European borders than before. The civil war in Syria drove the 

numbers of asylum seekers up, and between 2015 and 2016 Italy received on average 5 times 

as many asylum seekers as it had done in previous years, most of whom arrived by sea from 

North African shores.138 In 2016 alone, the number of asylum seekers disembarked at Italian 

ports was estimated at over 123 000.139  

Between 2014 and 2020, political fluctuations have brought in a succession of 

governments with significantly varied approaches to migration. High numbers of arrivals 

coupled with the European Dublin III Regulation have meant that the burden on Italy’s 

immigration system has been significant. Since the mid 2010s, Italy’s policy response to 

migration has mainly focused on securitisation, and legislation has followed suite by 

increasingly restricting illegal migration.140 

  

In 2013, Italy began proactive SAR in the form of its military naval operation Mare Nostrum, 

which involved over 30 warships and during its operations rescued over 150,000 migrants.141 

With Mare Nostrum, Italy had hoped to spark the active involvement of other EU Member 

States, but instead received intense criticism for incentivizing illegal migrations into the EU 

and providing migrants with a ‘pull-factor’,142 a contention with widespread political buy-in 

but which has been strongly refuted by research143. During the year-long operation of Mare 

Nostrum, some 150 000 migrants were rescued in the Central Mediterranean alone, and Italy 

received all migrants rescued off the coast of Libya, whether rescued in NGO operations or 

by Italian authorities. After the steep rise in migrant arrivals in 2016, and with a continued 

sense of disinterest on the part of other EU Member States to participate in burden sharing, 

Italy’s stance changed.144 In August 2017, Italy’s Ministry of Interior submitted a code of 

conduct to rescue charities for signing, requiring them inter alia to refrain from entering 
                                                
138 Scotto, A. (2017) ”From Emigration to Asylum Destination, Italy Navigates Shifting Migration Tides”, in the 

Online Journal of the Migration Policy Institute, 24.8.2017 
139 Asylum Information Database AIDA, “Country Report: Italy”, 2016 update, p.18 
140 Scotto (2017). 
141 Cusumano (2019a); p.9 
142 Cusumano (2019a); p.9 
143 see for instance Heller, C. and Pezzani, L., (2017) “Blaming the Rescuers, Forensic Architecture Agency”, 

accessed online at https://blamingtherescuers.org  
144 Cusumano, E. (2019b) ”Humanitarians at sea: Selective emulation across migrant rescue NGOs in the 

Mediterranean sea”, in Contemporary Security Policy, Vol. 40, no. 2, 2019b, pp.239-262; p.241 
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Libyan territorial waters even in situations of distress, and to receive Italian law enforcement 

personnel on board upon their request.145 The attitude toward non-governmentally operated 

SAR reached a new level of opposition when, in June 2018, Italy declared its ports closed to 

any foreign-flagged or NGO vessels carrying migrants rescued at sea.146 

 

Italian immigration law is centered on the Consolidated Immigration Act of 1998 (as 

amended, in force since 2014)147. Articles 10(bis) and 12 of the Act make provisions against 

illegal entry and illegal immigration, whereas article 19 outlines the prohibition of expulsion 

to situations of persecution. Consecutive centre-right governments from the early 2000s made 

a series of amendments to the Act, amongst other things extending temporary detention of 

unauthorised migrants. In 2009, for instance, amended legislation made illegal immigration a 

felony, and since the 2015 migration ‘crisis’ ever stricter controls on irregular migration have 

been introduced, including a 2017 decree reducing the appeal availability for rejected asylum 

seekers and increasing the number of detention centres in the country.148  

 

Italian domestic criminal law considers abetting illegal immigration as a crime punishable 

with up to 5 years imprisonment as well as a fine of 15 000 euros. A 2008 legislative decree, 

named the Security Package,149 tightened controls on illegal immigration and the aiding 

thereof. The tightened legislation has been employed amongst others to cases involving 

rescue of sea migrants, as illustrated by cases such as the proceedings against German sea 

captain Carola Rackete in June 2019. Captain Rackete sailed her ship, the Sea Watch 3, into 

the port of Lampedusa despite an Italian ban on the rescue vessel entering its ports decreed by 

Italian Interior Minister Salvini earlier in the same month. The Sea Watch 3 had been refused 

docking in Italy for 2 weeks following the rescue of over 50 migrants off the coast of 

Libya.150 At the time of entry into Lampedusa, the Sea Watch 3 was carrying 40 rescued 

                                                
145 Cusumano, E. (2017b)“Straightjacketing migrant rescuers? The code of conduct on maritime NGOs”, in 

Mediterranean Politics, vol. 24, 2017b, pp.106-114 
146 Cusumano, E. and Gombeer, K. (2018) “In deep waters: The legal and political implications of closing 

Italian ports to migrant rescuers”, in Mediterranean Politics, 2018. 
147 Decreto Legislativo 286/98, “Testo unico delle disposizioni concernenti la disciplina dell’immigrazione e 

norme sulla condizione dello straniero”,   25.7.1998 
148 AIDA, “Country Report: Italy”, 2016, p.14; Scotto (2018). 
149 Decreto Legge 92/2008, ”Misure urgenti in materia di sicurezza pubblica”, 23.3.2008 
150 Hughes, R. BBC News: “Carola Rackete: How a ship captain took on Italy’s Salvini”, news article, 5.7.2019 
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migrants in need of medical attention. During docking the Sea Watch 3 collided with an 

Italian patrol boat, prompting Salvini to call the unauthorised entry of the vessel an “act of 

war”.151 The migrants were permitted to disembark, but Carola Rackete was subsequently 

arrested and faced charges related to illegal immigration. Rackete was released pending 

further investigation. In January 2020 the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation acquitted her of 

the charges, arguing that she had acted in line with her international legal duty to rescue as 

captain of the vessel.152 

 In a similar, earlier case, the German humanitarian ship Cap Anamur rescued 

37 people in the Strait of Sicily, some 100 miles from Lampedusa and 200 from Malta. 

Neither Malta nor Italy accepted responsibility, arguing that the ship was either closer to the 

other or that the ship had passed through the territorial waters of the other in transit. Either 

way, the Cap Anamur waited at the edge of Italian territorial waters for nearly 2 weeks, at 

which point the humanitarian situation aboard the vessel began to deteriorate.  The captain of 

the Cap Anamur informed Italian authorities that, in the absence of a formal authorisation to 

enter the Italian port of Porto Empedocle, he would be forced to enter without consent. With 

no formal authorisation given, the vessel entered the port unauthorised, and three of the ship’s 

crew were arrested on charges of aiding and abetting illegal immigration. All three were, 5 

years later, acquitted of all charges, as the Court argued they had acted on humanitarian 

grounds.153  

In yet another case in 2007, also leading eventually – four years later – to an 

acquittal of all charges, Italy accused 7 Tunisian fishermen aboard two vessels, the Morthada 

and the El Hedi, who rescued 44 migrants on the high seas and delivered them to Lampedusa 

of human smuggling and facilitating illegal immigration under the Italian Criminal Code. All 

seven were acquitted of charges related to facilitating illegal immigration two years later by 

the Tribunal of Agrigento, but the captains of the two vessels were convicted of resisting 

                                                
151 Conradi, P. The Times: “Italy says landing Libyan migrants was an act of war by German captain who 

‘rammed police boat’”, news article, 30.6.2019 
152 Tribunale di Agrigento, Ufficio GIP, ordinanza, 2.7.2019, “L’ordinanza del GIP del Tribunale di Agrigento 

nei confronti di Carola Rackete (Sea Watch 3)”, accessible online at the Giurisprudenza Penale website, 
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di-carola-rackete-sea-watch-3/  
153 Cuttitta (2014); Umbriano, P. (2013), “Is it a crime to help people to survive (Cap Anamur and other cases)”, 

published on the website of European Association of Lawyers for Democracy & World Human Rights, available 

at https://eldh.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Pierluigi_Umbriano_-_Speech.pdf  
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disembarkation orders as they entered the port of Lampedusa with the rescued migrants.154 

While the Tribunal of Agrigento had acquitted the crews of both fishing boats of charges 

related to illegal immigration, their captains were sentenced to two years of imprisonment 

and a penalty of 440 000 euros.155 The two captains were, ultimately, acquitted by the Court 

of Appeal of Palermo156 and their criminal convictions were overturned, but only after 

suffering two years of imprisonment and a total of four years of legal process. 

 

Though there were 15 years and multiple political shifts between the cases of the Cap 

Anamur, the Morthada and the El Hedi, and the Sea Watch 3, the tactics employed by 

national authorities to dis-incentivise migrant rescue appear not significantly changed. 

Cuttitta argues that what became visible in the process of humanitarianisation of European 

border control in the early 2000s, and which is arguably visible still today, is that – owing to 

a construction of stricter penalties on migrant smuggling with a simultaneous legislative 

emphasis on migrants’ rights – human security of migrants has become “placed at the service 

of border controls” while “border controls are not placed at the service of the human security 

of migrants, because their actual aim is to prevent people to reach a place of safety in 

Europe.”157 What the cases of the Cap Anamur, the Morthada and El Hedi and the Sea Watch 

3 all served to demonstrate was that obeying the moral imperatives of rescue could come with 

severe indirect and actual penalties – the confiscation of vessels, the loss of livelihoods, fines 

and even imprisonment. “[E]ven in the [ultimate] absence of civil or criminal penalties, the 

costs imposed by the legal system effectively fulfilled sanction and deterrence functions.”158 

Italy has effectively, if not ultimately and absolutely de jure, criminalised the rescue of 

migrants at sea. 

  

                                                
154 Frenzen, N. for Migrants at Sea: “Italian Appeals Court Acquits 2 Tunisian Fishing Boat Captaisn Who 

Rescued Migrants in 2007”, news article  
155 Basaran, T. (2015) “The Saved and the Drowned: Governing Indifference in the Name of Security”, in 

Security Dialogue, Vol.46, No.3, pp.205-220; p.211 
156 Case of Bayoudh and Zenzeri, Court of Appeal of Palermo, 2932/2011 
157 Cuttitta (2014); p.25 
158 Basaran (2015); p.212 
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4.4. The Aquarius under regional and national laws  

 

If the situation for the Aquarius and its passengers did not appear complicated when 

inspected from an international law angle, then regional laws such as EU asylum regulations 

as well as bilateral agreements are bound to further complicate the picture. The September 

2018 rescue undertaken by the Aquarius highlights some of the main challenges rescue 

operations face when navigating the mesh of ‘clashing legalities’ within which state actors, 

rescuers, migrants and the international community turn to a variety of authoritative 

conventions, legal texts, practices and regulations, depending on their relative position in a 

given situation.  

 

Over a period of 3 days in September 2018, the Aquarius had proceeded, as per its duty under 

international maritime laws detailed in the previous section, to the rescue of over 60 migrants 

in distress at sea, and had upheld the principle of non-refoulement in not delivering the 

rescued persons to a place not considered safe. The Aquarius had complied with procedural 

requirements set out under the SAR Convention and the SOLAS Convention, communicating 

throughout the rescue with coordinating authorities. Yet, in that same period of time the 

Aquarius had also come into direct conflict with Libyan and Italian authorities, who claimed 

sole legitimate rescue command based on their respective delimited SAR zones.  

Furthermore, the Aquarius had, within the three day period described, been 

denied safe berth and disembarkation of rescued passengers by both Malta and Italy, despite 

Tripoli advising the Aquarius to refer to other RCCs or its flag-state for coordination after its 

refusal to transfer passengers back to Libyan authorities.   

Finally, after having complied with the humanitarian objectives of rescue and 

the arguably jus cogens nature of non-refoulement, the Aquarius was stripped of its 

Panamanian flag by relevant authorities of that state, at the behest of Italian authorities, 

claiming that that the ship had refused to carry out its obligation to deliver the rescued 

persons to their place of origin159 – a statement blatantly counter to the requirements of 

international human rights norms and the principle of non-refoulement. 

                                                
159 Autoridad Marítima de Panamá, “’Aquarius 2’ ex ‘Aquarius’”, 21.9.2018; The Panamanian Maritime 

Authority reported, on its web-pages, of its initiation of procedures to de-flag the Aquarius based on the Italian 

claim of its refusal to return passengers to their place of origin: “el Capitán de la nave se ha rehusado a devolver 

a los inmigrantes y refugiados auxiliados a su lugar de origen.” 
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In the first instance, it bears noting that the SAR Convention does set provisions for the 

designation of an “on-scene co-ordinator” during rescues in Article 4.7.2; but coordination as 

defined in the aforementioned article includes “taking into account the apparent capabilities” 

of said coordinator, and does not by necessity imply hierarchical authority, as pointed out by 

Santer in his detailed account of the altercation between Libyan Coast Guard authorities and 

the Aquarius during the September rescue. Nevertheless, this layering of procedural 

obligations and the “technocratic validation of authority”160, as phrased by Santer, while not 

without context, does produce a level of de jure legality which cannot be bypassed outright. It 

is only through a fine, contextual interpretation of circumstances that the history and 

underlying forces of control and governance can be disentangled from the normative 

principles upon which they have an effect.161 

But it must be emphasized that nothing in the SAR Convention indicates a duty 

to comply against the express prohibitions of jus cogens principles that the norm of non-

refoulement arguably represents. To date, the Libyan authorities including the Coast Guard, 

trained by EUNAVFOR and subsequently by Italy, have mainly undertaken a strategy of 

interdiction at sea, and there have also been reports of widespread and systematic violence 

against the civilian population, for which Libya is under investigation by the International 

Criminal Court (ICC)162. Returning migrants to such an authority would clearly have been a 

violation of the prohibition of refoulement. The problem here lies in the simultaneous legality 

of two orders and their rules; the Aquarius had the choice of disobeying orders from the joint 

maritime rescue authorities of Libya and Italy, incurring reprisals in the form of direct threats 

from the Libyan authorities and legal technical penalties such as de-flagging at the behest of 

Italian authorities, or of obeying orders passed by the above authorities and thus acting, itself, 

in direct contravention of the principle of non-refoulement and, indeed, the moral 

humanitarian obligation of protecting human life. 

 

The Common European Asylum system, with its objective of harmonising common 

minimum standards for asylum as well as border procedures, makes specific reference to the 
                                                
160 Santer (2019); p.160 
161 ibid 
162 The situation in Libya was referred to the ICC by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) in February 

2011, and investigations were opened in March 2011. They are still ongoing. Information available at the ICC 

website, Situations under investigation, https://www.icc-cpi.int/libya  
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rights of refugees and asylum seekers, and the prohibition of non-refoulement is explicitly 

mentioned in the Annex supplementing the Schengen Borders Code. While not directly or 

explicitly in conflict with the obligations placed upon states by the Refugee Convention, the 

EU legislative framework for managing asylum, including the Dublin III Regulation, adds a 

dimension of legal and administrative procedures that have placed a disproportionate burden 

on coastal European states in receiving irregular migrants and processing asylum 

applications. It can be argued that the framework with its regulations has pushed especially 

coastal states to regulate the number of irregular migrants, irrespective of status, reaching 

their territorial borders. As noted by Moreno-Lax, 

 

“[u]nder these circumstances, it is critical to clarify whether any duty exists 

under EU law for its Member States not to obstruct access to international 

protection; whether, as a matter of legal obligation, it is necessary to 

differentiate refugees from other aliens seeking admittance at the frontiers of 

the Union at every stage in which border controls are implemented.”163 

 

At this point it is worth recalling that the EU Asylum Procedures Directive places a 

requirement upon states to carry out reviews regarding safe third countries, as per Article 

38(1) of the Directive. Already in the Hirsi Jamaa case, the ECtHR ruled that the unstable 

human rights situation in Libya was both known to and verifiable by Italian authorities at the 

time. In the last decade, reports of human rights violations by Libyan authorities have 

proliferated.164 According to a December 2018 report by the United Nations Support Mission 

in Libya, there have been verified reports of systematic violations of migrants’ rights in the 

country. 165 It also bears mentioning that Libya is not a signatory of the Refugee Convention. 
                                                
163 Moreno-Lax (2017), p.5; emphases added 
164 Human Rights Watch (2009) “Pushed Back, Pushed Around: Italy's Forced Return of Boat Migrants and 

Asylum Seekers, Libya's Mistreatment of Migrants and Asylum Seekers”, 21.9.2009; Office of the UN High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (2016), United Nations Support Mission in Libya, “’Detained and 

Dehumanised’, Report on Human Rights Abuses Against Migrants in Libya”, 13.12.2016;  Amnesty 

International (2020), ”Libya: ‘Between life and death’: Refugees and Migrants trapped in Libya's cycle of 

abuse”, 24.9.2020 
165 Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) (2018), “UN Support Mission in Libya 

Report: Desperate and Dangerous: Report on the human rights situation of migrants and refugees in Libya”, 

20.12.2018. 
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States such has Italy have increasingly passed domestic legislation aimed at 

tightening immigration policy, or entered into agreements aimed, either directly or indirectly, 

at circumventing international duties related to the reception of asylum seekers, including the 

principle of non-refoulement. As noted in the previous section, the bilateral agreements 

between Italy and Libya arguably represent such an attempt. Notwithstanding their legitimacy 

as a source of legal agreement between the two states, it is questionable whether such 

bilateral agreements can be invoked by parties in situations such as the ones that exist in the 

Mediterranean as a way to circumvent international obligations. It can be argued that the 

2017 MoU between Italy and Libya, while representing an attempt at externalising 

responsibility for the management of migration and, ultimately, potential abuses related to 

refugee rights, does not absolve Italy of its state responsibility under Article 16 of the ILC 

Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts,166 nor can Libya 

not be held to its international duty to respect non-refoulement based on its not being party to 

the Refugee Convention: “it must be recalled that the principle of non-refoulement is 

applicable even if a country is not a signatory of the Refugee Convention. It is embodied in, 

or derived from, relevant multilateral treaties ratified by Libya, such as the 1984 UN 

Convention Against Torture and the 1966 UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

Additionally, many authors affirm that non-refoulement is a principle recognized in 

customary international law and, according to some of them, is even part of jus cogens.”167 It 

has indeed been contended that the deal between Italy and Libya represent a de facto 

violation of the principle of non-refoulement.168  

In the case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, the European Court of Human 

Rights found that Italy could not shirk its obligations under the Refugee Convention by citing 

obligations resulting from its bilateral agreement with Libya.169 Following the 2012 

                                                
166 Article 16 of the ILC Draft Articles on State Responsibility reads: “Aid or assistance in the commission of an 

internationally wrongful act A State which aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally 

wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if: (a) that State does so with knowledge of 

the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act; and (b) the act would be internationally wrongful if 

committed by that State.”     
167 Palm (2017). 
168 Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici sull’Immigrazione, ASGI publication: “the EU and Italy de facto violate 

the principle of non-refoulement”, 6.2.2017, accessed online at: https://www.asgi.it/english/libya-eu-italy-

asylum-migration/ 
169 Case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy 
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judgement by the Court and significant pressure from multiple fronts170 on Italy to suspend 

interception practices, the bilateral agreements between Italy and Libya were suspended. New 

bilateral agreements have since been negotiated, and they have faced similar criticism and 

international (legal) scrutiny, but interception and de-facto push-back practices continue to 

date. 

 

Starting at the height of the 2016 “migration crisis” facing Southern European borders, 

European agencies such as Frontex, eagerly echoed by populist political movements in the 

European South, accused NGOs engaging in rescue of migrants of creating a pull-factor for 

irregular migration and, worse yet, incentivising human trafficking and smuggling. This 

narrative quickly led to the “delegitimization of non-governmental rescuing operations that 

has translated into decreasing funding, additional limitations, and growing risks of 

criminalization for charities rescuing migrants offshore Libya.”171 The criminalisation of 

rescue together with denial of entry for vessels carrying rescued migrants constitute a serious 

disincentive for non-governmental and commercial vessels to carry out the duty to assist 

persons in distress at sea, as argued by Åsne Kalland Aarstad.172 This, in turn, paved the way 

for a deepening humanitarian crisis in the Mediterranean; in alone 2014, according to 

Aarstad, commercial vessels had accounted for over 42,000 rescued migrants, and this 

number does not take into account the number rescued by NGO operations. All the while at a 

regional level systems and procedures are being developed ostensibly in line with human 

rights norms, but states are pushing for ever more stringent controls on entry and laws 

providing international protection. As argued by Moreno-Lax, the consequence is that 

“access to international protection has been made dependent not on the refugee’s need for 

protection, but on his or her own ability to enter clandestinely the territory of a Member 

State.”173 Regional and national laws have restricted the legal avenues available to people 

seeking asylum, and the disincentives for and criminalisation of non-governmental rescue has 

left the remaining, illegal means more treacherous than ever. 

 

                                                
170 see for instance Amnesty International report (2012), ”Italy: ‘Historic’ European Court judgment upholds 

migrants’ rights”, 23.2.2012 
171 Cusumano (2019a); p.12 
172 Aarstad, Å. K. (2015) ”The Duty to Assist and Its Disincentives: The Shipping Industry and the 

Mediterranean Migration Crisis”, in Mediterranean Politics, Vol. 20, No. 3, 2015, pp.413-419 
173 Moreno-Lax (2017); pp.4-5 
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It is argued that the Aquarius, much like many other similar rescue vessels, along with its 

passengers, become stuck in a back-and-forth game of responsibility-shifting when subjected 

simultaneously to the demands of international refugee and humanitarian norms and the 

regulations and procedural imperatives of regional and national instruments such as those 

described in the above sections. What the case of the Aquarius truly makes visible is that 

there can different actualities of legality within a given context, and within different moments 

therein, and that there are clashes not only at substance-level, but at procedural level too.   
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5. Conclusion: the Mediterranean as a space of Inter-Legality  

 

As suggested earlier, international law is often viewed through a lens of normative 

hierarchies. Legal orders at the international, regional and national levels – as well as the 

individual rules and regulations therein – are often placed onto a vertically ordered plane in 

which the ordering principle is one of hierarchical relationships. Depending on theoretical 

persuasion, this vertical relationship either starts at the international level and travels down in 

descending order of primacy towards respective legal rules at the national levels, or vice 

versa.  

 

However, as has become patently clear through the inspection of rules governing the rescue 

of migrants at sea and the cases of the Aquarius rescues, modern international law does not 

easily settle into a straightforward plane of vertical hierarchies with different legal orders or 

in fact jurisdictions taking precedence, as it were, over one another in unidirectional, 

conclusive ways. Instead, what is revealed is a problematic and complex relationship between 

overlapping, sometimes outright conflicting legal norms and jurisdictions. The case of 

Mediterranean migration illustrates this point aptly: with a network of overlapping rights, 

duties and subjects – migrants’ rights and the sovereign territorial rights of states, states’ 

obligation to respect and protect refugee rights on one hand and their duty to counter illegal 

activities such as migrant smuggling on the other, no one legal order seems to take 

incontestable superiority over the others, and what often follows is a jumble of clashing 

jurisdictional claims. 

In his ethnographic vignettes describing rescue operations in the Mediterranean, 

Kiri Santer portrays the Mediterranean as existing in a governance jungle of ‘indirect rule’, in 

which existing international legal orders such as international maritime law and international 

refugee law “clash with …attempts to formalize conduct in the zone, meaning that there are 

different experiences of legality within moments of rescue operations.”174 Santer has called 

                                                
174 Santer (2019); p.145 
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this the ‘juridification’ of rescue, whose objective is at face value to improve and regulate 

SAR but whose ultimate end result is the obfuscation of the plight of the individuals found 

adrift at sea.   

 

Inter-legality presents us with a notion of law in which ‘clashing legalities’ may overlap  “to 

such an extent that it is conceivable that behaviour illegal in one of these spaces might be 

perfectly legal in another relevant space, or that behaviour conducted in one of the relevant 

spaces might be affected by legal considerations in another one.”175 Taking as an example the 

September 2018 rescue and Aquarius’s refusal to comply with the demands of the legitimate 

de-jure SAR coordinator – the Libyan Coast Guard – referring to the internationally ‘valid’ 

prohibition of non-refoulement, it becomes clear that in this case as in many others it is not 

entirely clear which legal order has categorical superiority over the other. “The law of one 

single legal regime might not have unconditional primacy in given circumstances, not if the 

issue it regulates is also controlled by the law of another entitled and recognized legal 

regime.”176 

 

As noted earlier, the concept of inter-legality can be applied to situations in which a variety 

of legal orders and norms are “all valid and applicable in principle”, especially when those 

norms create rules that are in conflict with one another.177 Inter-legality, as argued by 

Hadiprayitno, “implies that actors, whether they are government officials, corporate 

representatives, activists or ordinary people, find themselves in a situation of constant 

transition and trespass and are forced to engage in dialectical actions aimed at reconciling 

potential tensions arising from such differences.”178 In theory and based on the ILC Draft 

Articles on State Responsibility, coastal states such as Italy carry the responsibility for the 

reception of migrants intercepted and/or rescued in the Mediterranean regardless of bilateral 

agreements entered or the agent of interception, but in practice reaching a purely legal 

conclusion of state responsibility would be difficult. While it would seem intuitively obvious 

to reach a conclusion that European states cannot in actual fact eschew their duty to respect 

elsewhere in their activities and agreements the rights which they have themselves 

constitutionally vowed to uphold, breaking down the procedural and jurisdictional intricacies 
                                                
175 Klabbers (2019); p.356 
176 Klabbers and Palombella (2019); p. 2 
177 ibid; pp.9-10 
178 Hadiprayitno (2017); p.100  
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involved in international agreements involving transnational movements can become legally 

very tricky.  Anja Palm explores this complex dynamic in her paper discussing the 

implications of the Italy-Libya MoU: 

“[t]he act of complicity is an exceptional assessment in international 

jurisprudence and it is often difficult to find a court possessed of the jurisdiction 

over both states involved. An additional difficulty is represented by the current 

lack of an effective state authority in Libya and the high number of actors 

involved in the possibly wrongful acts, leaving the question open as to who 

could be recognized as representative of the state committing the breach. 

According to the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 

responsibility can nevertheless not be fully excluded...”179 

 

The multifarious norms and processes at play in such instances do not easily settle into a 

system that would judge a case based on purely jurisdictional merits, nor into one that would 

ignore these outright.  

Viewed more broadly, European human rights pluralism, as set out by 

Samantha Besson180, could be seen as representing a form of inter-legality of human rights 

norms, in which different substantive international law regimes – the ECHR, the Refugee 

Convention, UNCLOS – are valid simultaneously with domestic and/or regional legal orders 

and their jurisdictions, creating an integrated aggregate “made up of many autonomous legal 

orders that do not lose their autonomy as a result.”181 Besson calls this a process of 

“plurivalidity” where pluralism and hierarchy inhabit separate legal realities in which the 

latter, concerned with a formal hierarchy, surrenders the resolution of conflicting norms to 

‘judicial politics’182, while the former attempts to break the standard of rank in favour of a 

judgement of primacy in situations of overlap or conflict. If inter-legality points toward a 

situation in which different legal orders overlap, then the overlap must be understood as 

affecting both substance and procedure. That is, when viewed from an inter-legality 

                                                
179 Palm (2017) 
180 Besson, S. (2014) “European human rights pluralism”, in Transnational Law: rethinking European law and 

legal thinking, eds. Maduro, Tuori, Sankari and Bassini (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2014); 

pp.170-205 
181 Besson (2014); p.176 
182 ibid; p.177 
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perspective, certain cases “cannot be convincingly reduced to a single jurisdiction or a single 

body of expertise.”183  

 

 

Aalberts and Gammeltoft-Hansen argued, in their 2014 piece “Sovereignty at sea: the law and 

politics of saving lives in mare liberum”184, that the apparent ‘legalisation’ of the 

Mediterranean SAR regime has led to an instrumentalisation of law for political purposes, 

allowing states to “reclaim sovereign power by becoming increasingly norm-savvy and 

successfully navigating the legal playing field provided by the very expansion of international 

law itself.”185 Looking at the situation through an inter-legality lens would turn this 

contention around and place justice, rather than instrumentality, at the center of the equation. 

Taking an inter-legality approach would require the solution to be grounded precisely in law, 

not in politics-instrumentalising-law. This is because “[t]he very point of inter-legality is that 

the law will possibly indicate the solution to a dispute not by taking the one-jurisdiction-at-a-

time perspective – the perspective of mutual alternative or exclusion – but by showing the 

relevance of – and the caring for – all the relevant normativities actually controlling the 

case.”186 

 

It is at this point that the role of the judge rises to the fore. If the final objective of an inter-

legality approach is to reach an essence of justice, then the particulars of different legal norms 

and jurisdictions must all be accounted for. That, on the other hand, will require of the judge 

a broad command of different jurisdictions and norms. “[I]f the hallmark of inter-legality is 

the overlapping of distinct legal orders that can each plausibly claim applicability, then it 

would seem that technical competence in only one of these overlapping legal orders is no 

longer sufficient.”187 In order to reach a judgement based on justice rather than technical legal 

rules in a context of inter-legality, a detailed and nuanced understanding of the particulars 

must be achieved. Therefore the circumstances of each case must act as the cynosure by 

which a judgement of justice can be made. Inspecting some of the cases brought before both 

                                                
183 Klabbers (2019); p.346 
184 Aalberts, T. and Gammeltoft-Hansen, T., (2014) ”Sovereignty at Sea: the law and politics of saving lives in 

mare liberum”, in Journal of International Relations and Development, Vol.17, 2014, pp.439-486 
185Aalberts and Gammeltoft-Hansen (2014); abstract 
186 Klabbers and Palombella (2019); p.3 
187 Klabbers (2019); p.341 
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Italian national courts and the ECtHR mentioned in the previous chapter, what is indeed 

highlighted is the importance of context and particulars, with judgements reached on the basis 

not of single jurisdictional requirements but rather based on a broader consideration of norms 

and jurisdictions involved.  

 

In the concept of inter-legality,  then, a sensitivity to the level of detail and context in a given 

case takes centre stage:  “what one sees emerging is a contextual analysis of the facts of the 

case based on, one might say, the epistemological surfacing of the protection of the individual 

as a normative principle that not even international law now, as state legal orders, can 

ignore.”188 Taking an inter-legality approach sensitive to all the overlapping normativities 

involved in a given case would render the ultimate goal not the determination of the 

jurisdictional validity of given norms, but the reaching of a “’just’ solution from a composite 

perspective that is not merely one-sided.”189 As summed by Klabbers, “inter-legality 

demands the flexibility of mind to work across jurisdictions and with a view to doing justice 

in individual cases.”190 
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189 ibid; p.3 
190 Klabbers (2019); p.361 
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